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1. Introduction
Hypernuclei AΛN, heavier than
5
ΛHe, decay through mesonic and nonmesonic
channels. Here we will produce strangeness violating potentials which can be used
in the theoretical description of nonmesonic channels. In these channels, the Λ mass
excess of 176MeV is converted into the kinetic energy of the final two-nucleon state.
This review is dealing with nuclear potentials induced by the pseudoscalar meson
exchanges, such as pi, K and η only. The potential pieces due to the vector and/or
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axial-vector meson exchanges will be studied along the similar lines in the following
paper [1]. The same goes for the calculations of the hypernuclear decay widths [2].
In hypernuclear decays, one can study the parity conserving (PC) and parity
violating (PV) parts of the weak interaction. In that sense, the nonmesonic decay
Λ + N → N + N or
Λ + p+ → p+ + n0 and
Λ + n0 → n0 + n0
(1.1)
is the ∆S = 1 analogy of the weak NN→NN nuclear PV reaction. However, the
weak PC ΛN→NN decay is also observable in experiments. Experimental hyper-
nuclear programs at BNL, KEK, CEBAF, DUBNA and DAΦNE promise enough
data for exhaustive hypernuclear studies [3–7].
In this paper, we will employ the meson exchange mechanism to induce the
effective baryon-baryon (hyperon) potential, as shown in Fig. 1.1.
.
Λ N
NN
SW M
Fig. 1.1. One meson baryon-baryon exchange diagram. N and Λ are S = 0 and
S = −1 baryons and M is a non-strange pseudoscalar meson. S and W are the
strong and weak vertices.
The weak vertex W for the pseudoscalar meson exchange is closely connected
with the theory of hyperon nonleptonic decays [8–15]. These decays have been
studied and analyzed in detail. Here we will review a particular theoretical approach
[8,13,14]. The related methods have already been applied [5] in estimates of the
“new” ∆S = 1 vertices, such as NNK which appear in processes (1.1) and which
are shown in Fig. 1.1. We intend to include all known and relevant contributions
except for the decuplet poles [16].
The strength of a weak vertex W
W = iu¯(pN )(A−Bγ5)u(pΛ) (1.2)
can be parameterized by the A and B amplitudes. For certain weak vertices, such
as Λ→ N+pi for example, the amplitudes A and B can be taken directly from the
experiment. In the experimentally measured decay, all particles are on the mass
shell. That is not necessarily so in the case of the exchange interaction Fig. 1.1
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inside the nuclear matter. However, all possible corrections will be neglected in the
following. Theoretical uncertainties, as explained in detail below, are so large that
such niceties have no practical importance.
One has to rely entirely on the theory when dealing with the weak vertex corre-
sponding to N→ N+K and Λ→ N+η transitions. In that sense, the investigation
of the strangeness-violating nuclear interaction is a welcome test for the general
theoretical understanding of the hyperon nonleptonic processes. Use will be made
of theoretical schemes which were developed for the hyperon nonleptonic decays
[13,14,17,18] and for the deduction of the weak parity violating nuclear potential
[19,20]. In order to check the theoretical accuracy, the analysis will be carried out
for some of directly measurable amplitudes. For the strong meson vertices, the
standard form and the flavour SU(3) symmetry is assumed.
The full weak Hamiltonian will be used without any assumptions about octet
(i.e. ∆I = 1/2) dominance. Thus, our derived potential (9.11) below, contains both
isospin changes: ∆I = 1/2 and ∆I = 3/2.
In the eighties, the study of the hyperon nonleptonic decays had reached certain
level of success based on current algebra and pole dominance. Some results [14,21]
were elaborated in monographs and reviews [8,11,13]. The theoretically consistent
and complete (as far as the mentioned approximations go) results are obtained
by combining contributions which were previously used in either one or the other
of discussed works. For example, in Ref. [21], the baryon and meson poles were
used for describing the p−wave (B) amplitudes. On the other hand, the methods
employed in Refs. [14,17,18] relied on the baryon poles and separable (factorizable)
contributions. It turns out, as discussed in detail below, that one has to combine
all three contributions in a well defined way.
Separable contributions associated with operators O1 . . . ,O4 (see Sec. 2 below)
contain an axial vector-current matrix element
〈Bf |Aaµ |Bi〉 ∼ uBf [γµγ5gA + iqµγ5gP ]uBi . (1.3)
Here, gA is the form factor associated with the axial vector meson exchanges
[8,22,23] and thus it should be included as “an axial-vector meson-pole contribu-
tion”. The term gP was not included in the earlier estimate [14,21]. It is dominated
by the pseudoscalar meson (i.e. kaon) pole, so that its contribution is included in
the more general kaon pole contributions. Separable contributions from operators
O5 and O6 are, as shown below, contained in the meson-pole term.
The parity violating (s–wave) amplitudes were estimated in Ref. [21] using the
current-algebra terms (CAT) and the contributions coming from the commutators
involving O5 and O6 operators. In the case of the p–wave amplitudes, the analogous
terms are included in the kaon pole pieces [13,21]. In Refs. [14,17,18], the CAT
and the factorizable contributions were used. Obviously, the complete estimate,
involving leading poles, should contain everything.
The weak PV (A) amplitude contains current algebra and separable parts,
whereas the PC (B) amplitude gets its contributions from pole terms and separable
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parts, i.e.
A = ACA +ASEP
B = BPOLE +BSEP ,
(1.4a)
or more precisely
A =
∑
a=pi,K,η
[
ACA/a +ASEP/a
]
B =
∑
a=pi,K,η
[
BPOLE/a +BSEP/a
]
.
(1.4b)
Thus, in comparison with the experimental data, one has to use the complete
theoretical expression, as for example
A(exp) = ACA +ASEP. (1.5)
That determines the values of the matrix elements (5.20) etc. below, as will be
explained in detail in Sec. 7.
The following sections will be devoted to specific pion, kaon and η−contributions
to PV and PC weak Λ-decay amplitudes. The separable pieces are given in Sec. 3
while the baryon-pole contributions are described in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 is devoted to the
so called current-algebra contributions. The connection between separable contri-
butions and the meson poles is discussed in Sec. 6. Sec. 7 compares the calculated
weak BBM amplitudes with the measured ones. The theoretically predicted NNK
and NNη amplitudes are compared with some other theoretical results. The deriva-
tion of the nonrelativistic weak potentials is described in Sec. 8. The ∆I = 1/2
and ∆I = 3/2 pieces are listed separately. The effective ∆S = 1 nonrelativistic
potential, which can serve as the input in nuclear calculations, is listed in Sec. 9.
Various theoretical details can be found in numerous appendices. Closely related
theoretical methods were used in Ref. [5]. Our approach investigates the impor-
tance of additional contributions, such as separable terms, kaon poles and so on.
Some attention will be paid to the so called “double counting problem” [11,18] by
comparing various contributions to B amplitudes.
The weak NNK interactions were investigated using heavy-baryon chiral per-
turbation theory also [22]. Their results will be compared with results obtained by
methods corresponding to the scheme outlined by formulae (1.4). We are hoping
that this contribution will illustrate the theoretical uncertainty in the evaluation
of NNK and NΛη weak vertices which, contrary to NΛpi vertices, cannot be read
directly from the experimental data.
2. Weak and strong Hamiltonians
The weak one pion exchange potential can be extracted from the Feynman
amplitude shown in Fig. 1.1. This diagram corresponds to a second-order term in
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the S-matrix expansion. The details of that expansion, performed in an effective
field theory, can be found in Sec. 8 below. Here we want to specify the strength
of the weak (i.e. A, B) and of the strong vertices (i.e. gB′BM ). The calculation of
the weak strengths A and B, which correspond to the hyperon nonleptonic decay
amplitudes [13,14,17,18,21], will be the main topic of the following Sections 3–6.
The weak vertices are determined by the effective weak ∆|S| = 1 Hamiltonian,
which in the quark basis is given by [23,24]
H(W )eff. =
GF√
2
VudV
∗
us
∑
i
CiOi . (2.1)
This can be conveniently written as
H(W )eff = −
√
2GF sin θC cos θC
∑
i
CiOi . (2.2)
Here the C ′is are the QCD Wilson coefficients [23] calculated in the six-quark
Standard Model and evaluated at the scale µ = 0.5 GeV. Their values are given in
Table 2.1. GF is Fermi constant and sin θC and cos θC (later denoted by sC and
cC) are the sine and cosine of the Cabibbo angle.
Table 2.1. Wilson coefficients evaluated at the scale µ = 0.5 GeV.
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
-2.358 0.080 0.082 0.411 -0.080 -0.021
The four-quark (V −A) operators in the effective weak Hamiltonian (2.1) are
O1 = :(d¯LγµsL)(uLγµuL)− (dLγµuL)(uLγµsL) : (8, 1/2)
O2 = :(dLγµsL)(uLγµuL) + (dLγµuL)(uLγµsL)
+2(dLγµsL)(dLγ
µdL) + 2(dLγµsL)(sLγ
µsL) : (8, 1/2)
O3 = :(dLγµsL)(uLγµuL) + (dLγµuL)(uLγµsL)
+2(dLγµsL)(dLγ
µdL)− 3(dLγµsL)(sLγµsL) : (27, 1/2)
O4 = :(dLγµsL)(uLγµuL) + (dLγµuL)(uLγµsL)
−(dLγµsL)(dLγµdL) : (27, 3/2)
O5 = :(dLγµλAsL)(uRγµλAuR) + (dLγµλAsL)(dRγµλAdR)
+(dLγµλAsL)(sRγ
µλAsR) : (8, 1/2)
O6 = :(dLγµsL)(uRγµuR) + (dLγµsL)(dRγµdR)
+(dLγµsL)(sRγ
µsR) : (8, 1/2)
(2.3)
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All operators in (2.3) are normal ordered and their SU(3) (flavour representation,
isospin) content is also indicated. Moreover, the following notation is used
uL ≡ 1
2
(1− γ5)u; uR ≡ 1
2
(1 + γ5)u . (2.4a)
So, for instance,
(dLγµsL)(uLγ
µuL) ≡ [d 12γµ(1− γ5)s][u 12γµ(1− γ5)u]
= 14 [dγµ(1− γ5)s][uγµ(1− γ5)u]
= 14 (ds)(V−A)(uu)(V−A), and
(dRγµdR) ≡ [d 12 (1− γ5)γµ 12 (1 + γ5)d]
= 12dγµ(1 + γ5)d .
(2.4b)
The effective baryon-baryon-meson strong and weak vertices are given, respec-
tively, by
H(S)NNpi = igNNpiΨNγ5ΨNΦpi (2.5)
and
H(W )ΛNpi = iGFm2piΨN (A−Bγ5)ΨSΛΦpi . (2.6)
The value of GF is
GFm
2
pi+ = 2.21× 10−7 i.e. GF = 1.16639× 10−5GeV−2. (2.7)
Furthermore, ΨSΛ is the isospin spurion
(
0
1
)
ΨΛ, which enforces the ∆I = 1/2 rule.
The weak amplitudes A and B can be taken from experiments. But, to check the
theoretical methods used in the evaluation of NNK weak vertices, they also have
been estimated theoretically (see Table 7.1).
The strong-coupling constants can be inferred from their the SU(3) symmetry,
and the following results are obtained (see for instance [25–28]):
− NNpi : gpnpi+ =
√
2gNNpi; gnnpi0 = −gNNpi; gpppi0 = gNNpi;
− NΣK : gnK+Σ− =
√
2gNΣK ; gpK0Σ− =
√
2gNΣK ; gpK+Σ0 = gNΣK ;
gnK0Σ0 = −gNΣK ;
− ΞΞpi : g
Ξ−Ξ0pi+
= −√2gΞΞpi; gΞ−Ξ−pi0 = −gΞΞpi; gΞ0Ξ0pi0 = gΞΞpi;
− NKΛ : gpK+Λ = gnK0Λ = gNKΛ;
− ΛΣpi : gΛΣ+pi− = gΛΣ−pi+ = gΛΣ0pi0 = gΛΣpi .
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Sometimes one also uses the parameter α = 1− f . The values of α are, approx-
imately, in the range 0.44-0.6 [25].
Table 2.2. Strong-coupling constants in units of g (gpiNN = g = 13.3, f = 0.4,
f + d = 1.
M BB′ piNN piΛΣ piΣΣ piΞΞ KΛN KΞΛ KΣN
gMBB′ 1
2(1− f)√
3
2f (2f − 1) −(1 + 2f)√
3
4f − 1√
3
1− 2f
3. Separable contributions
In this section, we calculate the separable contributions to A and B amplitudes.
In the quark basis, they are represented by the diagrams (a) and (b) displayed in
Fig. 3.1. Note that the four quarks emerging from the black dot are engendered by
the four-quark operators given by (2.1) or (2.2).
.
pi-
Λ ps
d
u
u
u
d
u
d
-
.
pi-
Λ ps
d
u
u
d
u
u
d
-
.
pi0
Λ n
s
d
u
u
u
d
u
d
-
.
pi-
Λ p
s
d
u
u
d
u
u
d
- (b)
(c) (d)
(a)
Fig. 3.1. Separable (diagrams (a) and (b)) and non-separable (diagrams (c) and
(d)) contributions in Λ decays in a proton (p) and a neutron (n). H(W )eff acts at the
black dot.
In order to account for all possible processes, one has to perform the Fierz
transformations (FT) on the operators Oi and average them over different colours.
This averaging procedure brings in a factor of 1/3. The two relations that govern
all FT, are
[q1γµ(1− γ5)q2] [q3γµ(1− γ5)q4] = [q1γµ(1− γ5)q4] [q3γµ(1− γ5)q2]
[q1γµ(1− γ5)q2] [q3γµ(1 + γ5)q4] = −2[q1(1 + γ5)q4] [q3(1− γ5)q2] .
(3.1)
Note that the anticommutativity of fermion fields has been taken into account
in (3.1). The Fierz identities for eight Gell-Mann SU(3) λ-matrices, which are
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necessary for the calculations are
λab · λcd = 169 δadδcb − 13λadλcb
λad · λcb = 2δab δcd − 23δadδcb .
(3.2)
The Fierz transformed operators OFTi can be expressed in terms of the original Oi
operators:
OFT1 = −O1, so that O1 → O1 + 13OFT1 =
(
1− 13
)O1
OFT2 = O2, so that O2 → O2 + 13OFT2 =
(
1 + 13
)O2
OFT3 = O3, so that O3 → O3 + 13OFT3 =
(
1 + 13
)O3
OFT4 = O4, so that O4 → O4 + 13OFT4 =
(
1 + 13
)O4
OFT6 = −2(dLqiR)(qiRsL), so that O6 → O6 + 13OFT6
= O6 − 23 (dLqiR)(qiRsL)
OFT5 = 316O6 so that O5 → O5 +OFT5 = O5 + 316O6 .
(3.3)
There is also a simple relation between a matrix element of the operators O5 and
O6 which is used frequently. It reads:
〈B′|O5|B〉 = 16
3
〈B′|O6|B〉 . (3.4)
The following quark combinations occur in the operators OFT5,6
(dLsR)(dRdL) ≡ [d 12 (1 + γ5) 12 (1 + γ5)s][d 12 (1− γ5) 12 (1− γ5)d]
= 14 [d(1 + γ5)s][d(1− γ5)d] .
(3.5)
We also note that from the Dirac equation for quark fields one gets useful relations
for the evaluation of the matrix elements of scalar and pseudo-scalar densities,
occurring in the operators OFT5 and OFT6 (see (3.3) and (3.5)). For instance,
dγ5u = (pd − p′u)µd(pd)γµγ5u(p′u)
1
md +mu
us = (pu − p′s)µu(pu)γµs(p′s)
1
mu −ms .
(3.6)
We now briefly outline the procedure that has been followed in the evalua-
tion of the the weak-decay amplitudes, that correspond to the weak vertex in Fig.
1.1. The main assumption is that the invariant decay amplitude for the process
(baryon→baryon+meson)
B → B′ +M (3.7)
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is factorizable as
〈M,B′|Heff |B〉 = −
√
2GF sin θC cos θC
∑
i
Ci〈M | (V −A)i |0〉〈B′| (V −A)i |B〉 ,
(3.8)
where the currents (V − A)i account for both: (i) the creation of the meson state
|M〉 from the vacuum |0〉, and (ii) the transition between two octet baryons B and
B′. The character of the meson matrix element 〈M | (V − A) |0〉 depends on the
meson state. Namely, if M belongs to the SU(3) pseudo-scalar octet, only the A
part of the four-quark operator contributes. (When a vector meson is considered
only the V part remains.) For the baryon matrix element, both V and A parts occur
giving PV or PC contributions. Baryon matrix elements are expressed in terms of
vector/axial-vector form factors vBB′/aBB′ which occur in the semileptonic baryon
decays. These form factors are expressible in terms of F and D constants. The form
factors are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Nucleon vector and axial-vector form factors; F = 0.461 ± 0.014,
D = 0.798± 0.013.
BB’ SU(3) content vNN ′ aNN ′
n p p˜i− 1 F +D
nn p˜i0 −1/√2 −[1/√2](F +D)
p p p˜i0 1/
√
2 [1/
√
2](F +D)
p p η˜8 3/
√
6 [1/
√
6](3F −D)
n n η˜8 3/
√
6 [1/
√
6](3F −D)
n n uu 1 F −D
n n dd 2 2F
n n η˜1 3/
√
3 [1/
√
3](3F −D)
p p η˜1 3/
√
3 [1/
√
3](3F −D)
Λ p K− −3/√6 −[1/√6](3F +D)
Λ n −K0 −3/√6 −[1/√6](3F +D)
Here we define
〈B′|V µa |B〉 = uB′(p′)γµvaBB′uB(p) (3.9)
and
〈B′|Aµa |B〉 = uB′(p′)γµγ5aaBB′uB(p) . (3.10)
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A very important ingredient in the above outlined calculation is the knowledge of
the meson matrix element. For the pseudo-scalar (PS) mesons (pi, η, K), this ma-
trix element is evaluated from the partially conserved axial-vector current (PCAC)
hypothesis [8,9,11]. In the case of vector mesons, it is obtained either from the
current-field identity (CFI) [19,29] or from the meson-nucleon σ−term [30-32].
The PCAC hypothesis is based on the divergence of the axial-vector current
Aµa = ψγ
µγ5
λa
2
ψ , (3.11)
where λa is the well known SU(3) matrix [9,26]. The divergence of the operator
(3.11) is applied to a (physical) state represented by a ket (or bra), i.e.
∂µA
µ
a |0〉 = ifφm2φφa|0〉 . (3.12)
As the form of the meson matrix elements is given by (3.8), the φa operator has to
create a state |M〉, i.e.
∂µA
µ
a |0〉 ∼ |M〉 . (3.13)
The axial vector current (3.11) transforms as
∂µA
µ
a ∼ |M〉 ∼ q
λa√
2
q . (3.14)
That gives
a+ ib q
λa+ib√
2
q |M〉
1 + i2
1√
2
ud |pi+〉
1− i2 1√
2
du |pi−〉 .
(3.15)
Here the combination which transforms as ud creates the |pi+〉 states and annihilates
the |pi−〉 state. Usually, such field is denoted as φpi− . Proceeding in the same way,
one finds
∂µA
µ
3 |0〉 =
√
2
2 fpim
2
pi|pi0〉 ∂µAµ1+i2|0〉 = fpim2pi|pi+〉
∂µA
µ
1−i2|0〉 = fpim2pi|pi−〉 ∂µAµ4+i5|0〉 = fKm2K |K+〉
∂µA
µ
6+i7|0〉 = fKm2K |K0〉 ∂µAµ8 |0〉 =
√
2
2 fηm
2
η|η〉 .
(3.16)
The above relations enable us to relate the following matrix elements
〈pi0|uγµγ5u |0〉 = −〈pi0| dγµγ5d |0〉 =
√
2
2
〈pi−| dγµγ5u |0〉 (3.17)
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etc. As an example, we list the separable contribution
〈pi−p|Heff |Λ〉 = −
√
2GF sin θC cos θC
∑
i
Ci〈pi−| J iµ |0〉〈p| Jµi |Λ〉 . (3.18)
Particular forms of Jµi are to be read from (2.3). For example, the first operator
O1 gives
〈pi−| J iµ |0〉〈p| Jµi |Λ〉 = 〈pi−| dLγµuL |0〉〈p|uLγµsL |Λ〉−
− 13 〈pi−| dLγµuL |0〉〈p|uLγµsL |Λ〉 .
(3.19)
Here the second term was obtained by the Fierz transformation while the first one
was directly read from (2.3). The final result is
〈pi−| J iµ |0〉〈p| Jµi |Λ〉 = 23
(− 14) 〈pi−| dγµγ5u |0〉〈p|uγµ(1− γ5)s |Λ〉
= −i fpi
2
√
6
(mΛ −mp)up(1− γ5)uΛ .
(3.20)
4. Baryon pole contributions
The PC amplitude B gets a part of its contributions from the baryon pole terms,
which are represented in Fig. 4.1 for the case of the Λ decay.
.
Λ(p  ) p(p  )
S W
Σ (p  -q)
pi (q)
1 1 2
.
Λ(p  ) p(p  )
SW
n(p  +q)
pi (q)
1 2 2
-
+
-
Fig. 4.1. Contributions of baryon-pole terms: (a) s-channel and (b) u-channel.
In order to illustrate the calculation of the baryon pole, we treat now a particular
example in full detail. Two possible Λ-decays, which almost fully saturate the Λ
width, are
Λ00 : Λ
0 → n+ pi0
Λ0− : Λ
0 → p+ pi− .
(4.1)
After assigning the momenta to incoming and outgoing particles, i.e.
Λ(p1)
S
−→ pi−(q) + Σ+(p1 − q)
W
−→ p(p2) , (4.2)
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we calculate the Feynman amplitude relative to the u−channel, employing the
matrix element (5.26) as follows
u(p2) aΣ+p
(/p1 − q/) +mΣ
(p1 − q)2 −m2Σ
γ5gΣ+pi−Λu(p1) . (4.3)
Here gΣpiΛ is the strong coupling constant listed in Table 2.2. Since p1− q = p2 and
p22 = m
2
p, we get
u(p2) aΣ p
mp +mΣ
(mp −mΣ)(mp +mΣ) γ5gΣpiΛu(p1) . (4.4)
The result for B(Λ0−) amplitude, including both the u and s channels, is
BPOLE(Λ0−) = gΛΣ+pi−
aΣ+p
Σ+ − p + gnpi−p
aΛn
n− Λ . (4.5)
In the soft pion limit, which is used to determine the aij amplitude (see Sec. 5
below), the B amplitude has to vanish. This imposes the condition that implies the
subtraction of the soft amplitude BPOLE(q2 = 0), i.e.
BPOLE(q2)−BPOLE(0) ≡ BPOLE (of Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8)) . (4.6)
Here q2 is the pion (K, η) four-momentum. In Ref. [3] only BPOLE(q2) was used,
which explains some numerical differences that appear in the Tables 7.1, 7.3 and
7.4. We find:
BPOLEpi (Λ
0
−) = 2g(Λ + p)
[
aΣp√
3
d
(Σ+ − p)(Λ + Σ+) −
aΛn√
2
f + d
(Λ− n)(n+ p)
]
(4.7)
BPOLEpi (Λ
0
0) = −
1√
2
BPOLE(Λ0−) . (4.8)
In the above expression, the following notation is used for the masses: Λ ≡ mΛ,
p ≡ mp, etc. Recall also that f + d = 1, so only f ′s appear in (4.8). (See Table
2.2.) In the same fashion, one can use the diagrams shown in Fig. 4.2 to calculate
B(Λ00).
.
Λ(p  ) n(p  )
S W
Σ (p  -q)
pi (q)
1 1 2
.
Λ(p  ) n(p  )
SW
n(p  +q)
pi (q)
1 2 2
00
0
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.2. Contributions of baryon-pole terms: (a) s-channel and (b) u-channel, for
the pi0 emission.
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If one calculates BPOLEpi (Λ
0
−) using unsubtracted expressions, one obtains
BPOLEpi (Λ
0
−) = 30.97. That can be compared with the result obtained using (4.6)
which is shown in Table 7.4.
.
S W
p( p  ) n(p  )Λ (p  -q)1 1 2
0
K (q)+
p( p  )1 Σ (p  -q)1
0
n(p  )2
.
S W
K (q)+
Fig. 4.3. Pole diagrams for the proton nonleptonic decay: p → nK+.
.
S W
.
n( p  ) n(p  )
SW
Λ (p  -q)
K (q)
1 1 2
0
0K (q)0
n( p  )1 Σ (p  -q)2
0
n(p  )2
Fig. 4.4. Pole diagrams for the neutron nonleptonic decay: n→ nK0.
.
S W
.
p( p  ) p(p  )
SW
Σ (p  +q)1 1 2
+p( p  )1 Σ (p  -q)2
+ p(p  )2
K (q)0K (q)0
Fig. 4.5. Pole diagrams for the proton nonleptonic decay: p → pK0.
The diagrams in Figs. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate the weak kaon vertices, and the
corresponding analytical expressions read:
BPOLEK (p
+
+) = g(p+ n)
[
(1− 2f) aΣ0n
(Σ0 − n)(Σ0 + p) −
1√
3
(1 + 2f)
aΛn
(Λ0 − n)(Λ0 + p)
]
(4.9)
BPOLEK (n
0
0) = 2gn
{[
− 1√
3
(1 + 2f)
]
aΛn
Λ02 − n2 − (1− 2f)
aΣ0n
Σ2 − n2
}
(4.10)
BPOLEK (p
+
0 ) = 4gp(1− 2f)
√
2
aΣ+p
Σ02 − p2 (4.11) .
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Here, for instance, is (see Sec. 5):
aΣ0n = fpi
√
2A(Σ−−), etc. (4.12)
.
S W
.
n(p  )
SW
Λ (p  +q)1 2
0
η (q)
Λ ( p  )1n(p +q)2 n(p  )2
1η (q)1
Λ ( p  )10
0
Fig. 4.6. Baryon pole η1 emission: s−channel and u−channel contributions.
The weak η vertices are given by: 1) the u−channel contribution which contains
the Λ0 as the intermediate hyperon, and 2) the s−channel contribution where n is
the intermediate baryon. Thus, the strong vertices contain gΛΛη and gNNη form-
factors (see Fig. 4.6). The analytic results are:
BPOLEη8 (Λ
0
η8) = g
√
2
3
(1− f)Λ + n
Λ− n
(
1
Λ
− 2
n
)(
1√
2
· aΛn
)
(4.13)
BPOLEη1 (Λ
0
η1) =
Λ + n
Λ− n
(gΛΛη1
Λ
− gNNη1
n
)( 1√
2
aΛn
)
. (4.14)
The gΛΛη1 and gNNη1 are strong coupling constants corresponding to the SU(3)
singlet η1.
In the numerical calculations (see Sec. 5 and 7 below), we will be using quantities
a˜if instead of aif introduced above.
5. Current algebra contributions
The calculation of the weak matrix elements by current algebra (CA) meth-
ods consists of several approximation procedures which lead eventually to simple
relations among transition amplitudes.
The S matrix element is expressed in term of in and out field operators where
[33,34]
φ(x, t) ' φin(x, t) for t→ −∞
φ(x, t) ' φout(x, t) for t→ +∞.
(5.1)
(Here we ignore the renormalization constant appearing in front of the in/out-
states.) The initial particle state is of the form
|k1, . . . , kN ; in〉 = a†in(kN ) · . . . · a†in(k1)|0〉 (5.2)
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and the S-matrix serves to connect the in and out states
|k1, . . . , kN ; in〉 = S|k1, . . . , kN ; out〉 . (5.3)
The meson field operator φA(x), for which we are going to use more handy notation,
i.e. φA(x)→MA(x), could be expressed by the PCAC (3.16) as:
Ma+ib =
1
m2MfM
∂µA
µ
a+ib . (5.4)
Here, M is a Heisenberg field operator and, therefore, it annihilates a meson state:
〈0|Ma+ib(x) |Ma′+ib′(k)〉 = 1
(2pi)32ωk
e−ikx(δaa′δbb′) . (5.5)
Using the time-ordering operator T , one can calculate the matrix element as
follows
〈B′MA(k; out)|HW (0) |B〉
= i
∫
d4x
eikx
(2pi)32ωk
(
−−−−−−→
x +m
2
M )〈B′| T [Ma+ib(x)HW (0)] |B〉
= i
CM
fM
(
1− k
2
m2M
)∫
d4xeikx〈B′| T [∂µAµa+ib(x)HW (0)] |B〉 .
(5.6)
Here CM depends on the particular PS-meson. The time ordered product can be
written as T [A(x)B(0)] = θ(x0)[A(x), B(0)] +B(0)A(x). From
eikxθ(x0)∂µA
µ
a+ib(x) = ∂
µ
[
eikxθ(x0)A
µ
a+ib(x)
]− ikµθ(x0)eikxAµa+ib(x)
− [∂0θ(x0)] eikxAµa+ib(x) ,
(5.7)
and using the derivative of the Heviside function
∂
∂t
θ(t) = − ∂
∂t
θ(−t) = δ(t) , (5.8)
we find
eikxT [∂µAµa+ib(x)HW (0)]
= −ikµeikxT [Aµa+ib(x)HW (0)]− δ(x0)[A0a+ib(x),HW (0)]
+∂µ
{
eikxT [Aµa+ib(x)HW (0)]
}
.
(5.9)
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Hence, we can write the above matrix element in the following way
〈B′MA(k; out)|HW (0) |B〉
= i
CM
fM
(
1− k
2
m2M
)∫
d4x eikx{−ikλ〈B| T [Aλa+ib(x)HW (0) |B〉
−δ(x0)〈B′| [A0a+ib(x),HW (0)] |B〉} .
(5.10)
By taking the limit k → 0 (soft pion limit for off-shell pions), we get a typical CA
relation
M(q → 0) = −iCM
fM
〈B′| [F 5a+ib(0),HW (0)] |B〉 = iAuB′ uB . (5.11)
Here the SU(3) (axial) charge is defined by
F 5a+ib(t) =
∫
d3xA0a+ib(t,x) . (5.12)
The following CA relations hold [9,13,24]
[F 5a+ib,HW ] = [Fa+ib,HPVW ]
[F 5a+ib,HPCW ] = [Fa+ib,HPVW ]
[F 5a+ib,HPVW ] = [Fa+ib,HPCW ] .
(5.13)
Here Fa+ib’s are (vector) charges defined in the similar way as F
5
a+ib’s, (5.12) i.e.
Fa+ib =
∫
d3xV 0a+ib(t,x) . (5.14)
In order to evaluate the above commutator, we can use the SU(3) transformation
properties of the axial charges and field operators
Ma+ib ∼ q 12 (λa + iλb)γ5q ∼
√
2F 5a+ib and
MA|B〉 = ifABC |C〉 ,
(5.15)
where fABC are the SU(3) structure constants and q
T = (u, d, s) (T stands for
transposed!). For instance, for the K0 field we have
Ma+ib → φK0 ∼
√
2F”K0” =
√
2F6−i7 ∼ q 1
2
(λ6 − iλ7)γ5q . (5.16)
The above field anihilates a K0 in | 〉 or creates a K0 in 〈 |. Also, φK+ =
√
2F4−i5
etc. Thus, using the here displayed procedure, we were able to extract the current
algebra contribution to the matrix elementM.
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The SU(3) properties can be also expressed using the SU(3) baryon (antibaryon)
B (B) and meson P octet matrices
Bab =

Σ0√
2
+
Λ0√
6
Σ+ p
Σ− −Σ
0
√
2
+
Λ0√
6
n
Ξ− Ξ0 −2Λ
0
√
6

Bab =

Σ0√
2
+
Λ0√
6
Σ+ Ξ−
Σ+ −Σ
0
√
2
+
Λ0√
6
Ξ0
p n −2Λ
0
√
6

(5.17a)
and
Pab =

pi0√
2
+
η0√
6
pi+ K+
pi− − pi
0
√
2
+
η0√
6
K0
K− K0 −2η
0
√
6
 . (5.17b)
One can also write
Σ+ = 1√
2
(B1 − iB2) p = 1√2 (B4 − iB5)
Σ− = 1√
2
(B1 + iB2) n =
1√
2
(B6 − iB7)
Σ0 = B3 Ξ
− = 1√
2
(B4 + iB5)
Λ0 = B8 Ξ
0 = 1√
2
(B6 + iB7) .
(5.18a)
and
pi+ = 1√
2
(P1 − iP2) K+ = 1√2 (P4 − iP5)
pi− = 1√
2
(P1 + iP2) K
0 = 1√
2
(P6 − iP7)
pi0 = P3 K
− = 1√
2
(P4 + iP5)
η8 = P8 K0 =
1√
2
(P6 + iP7) .
(5.18b)
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The quark SU(3)flavour contents of the baryon and meson octet states are:
Σ+ ∼ uu s p ∼ uu d
Σ− ∼ d d s n ∼ u d d
Σ0 ∼ u d s Ξ− ∼ d s s
Λ0 ∼ u d s Ξ0 ∼ u s s
(5.18c)
and
pi+ ∼ d u K+ ∼ s u
pi− ∼ u d K0 ∼ s d
pi0 ∼ 1√
2
(uu− d d) K− ∼ u s
η8 ∼ 1√6 (uu+ d d− 2s s) K0 ∼ ds .
(5.18d)
The U(3) isosinglet field η1 is given in terms of the U(3) λ0-matrix: λ0 =
√
2
3 1ˆ,
i.e. η1 ∼ (uu+ d d+ s s)/
√
3. The quark-antiquark combinations could be inverted
and be expressed in terms of corresponding meson states, i.e.
uu = q
(√
3
6 λ
8 +
√
6
6 λ
0 + 12λ
3
)
q corresponding to
uu →
√
6
6 η8 +
√
3
3 η1 +
√
2
2 pi
0
dd = q
(√
3
6 λ
8 +
√
6
6 λ
0 − 12λ3
)
q corresponding to
dd →
√
6
6 η8 +
√
3
3 η1 −
√
2
2 pi
0
ss = q
(
−
√
3
3 λ
8 +
√
6
6 λ
0
)
q corresponding to
ss → −
√
6
3 η8 +
√
3
3 η1 .
(5.18e)
The SU(3) meson states can be written in the standard basis [9,35,36] as |M〉 =
|8; Y , I , I 3〉, with Y = B + S. So
|pi+〉 = P21 |0〉 = −|8; 0, 1,+1〉
|pi−〉 = P12 |0〉 = |8; 0, 1,−1〉
|pi0〉 = 1√
2
(P11 − P22 )|0〉 = |8; 0, 1, 0〉
|K+〉 = P31 |0〉 = |8; , 1/2, 1/2〉
|K0〉 = P32 |0〉 = |8; 1/2,−1/2〉
|K0〉 = P23 |0〉 = |8; −1, 1/2, 1/2〉
|K−〉 = P13 |0〉 = −|8; −1, 1/2,−1/2〉
|η0〉 = − 3√
6
P33 |0〉 = |8; 0, 0, 0〉 .
(5.18f)
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The corresponding SU(2) (iso)multiplets are
Ka =
(
K+
K0
)
K
a
=
(
−K0
K−
)
piba =
(
pi0/
√
2 pi+
pi− −pi0/√2
)
Na =
(
p+
n0
)
Ξ
a
=
(
−Ξ0
Ξ−
)
Σba =
(
Σ0/
√
2 Σ+
Σ− −Σ0/√2
)
.
(5.18g)
Operators defined in (5.18a,b) act as annihilation operators. The SU(3) charges
F+, F− and F3 display the SU(2) group properties:1
〈p|F+ = 〈n| 〈n|F3 = − 12 〈n|
F+|Ξ−〉 = −|Ξ0〉 F3|Ξ0〉 = 12 |Ξ0〉
F+|Σ−〉 =
√
2|Σ0〉 F−|Σ+〉 = −
√
2|Σ0〉 .
(5.19)
The commutators appearing in the matrix elements M (5.11) determine the
transition amplitudes which are the current algebra contributions to A:2
A(Λ0−) = −
√
2
fpi
1√
2
〈p| [F+,HPCW (0)] |Λ〉 = −
1
fpi
〈n|HPCW (0) |Λ〉 = −
1
fpi
aΛn (5.20)
A(Λ00) = −
√
2
fpi
1√
2
〈n| [F3,HPCW (0)] |Λ〉 =
1√
2fpi
aΛn (5.21)
A(Ξ−−) = −
√
2
fpi
1√
2
〈Λ| [F+,HPCW (0)] |Ξ−〉 = −
1
fpi
〈Λ|HPCW |Ξ0〉 = −
1
fpi
aΞ0Λ (5.22)
A(Ξ00) = −
1√
2fpi
aΞ0Λ (5.23)
A(Σ−−) =
√
2
fpi
aΣ0n (5.24)
A(Σ++) = −
1
fpi
[
aΣ+p +
√
2aΣ0n
]
(5.25)
A(Σ+0 ) =
1√
2fpi
aΣ+p . (5.26)
1One has to be very careful with the definitions of the initial and final states and with operators
acting on these states. The usual definition which is adopted here is that operators annihilate the
corresponding particle state in the initial state.
2The above commutators do not contribute to the PC amplitude B. Only the pole diagrams
contribute as we have shown in the preceding section. Spinors u are usually omitted.
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These connections between decay amplitudes A and the matrix elements aif were
used in Ref. [5] to determine aif parameters which appear in the pole contribu-
tions, see Sec. 4 above. However, our parametrization is based on the more general
expression (1.1). For example, the extraction from the experimental data (see for
instance Ref. [16]) is done by using an equation like
A(Λ0−)exp = −
1
fpi
a˜Λn +A(Λ
0
−)SEP. (5.27)
All our pole contributions (see Sec. 7 below) are calculated by using the values a˜if
(see also Appendix H).
6. Pseudoscalar meson poles and separable contributions
The pseudoscalar meson poles contribute to the form factors which appear in
current matrix elements (gP (q
2) in (6.2) below is one example). Thus, some terms
in separable contributions, discussed in Sec. 3, are also included in the meson pole
contributions, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. But, proceeding with some care, the double
counting can be avoided. The separable contributions due to operators O1, O2, O3,
and O4, as calculated in Sec. 3 , are not included in the meson contributions.
However, the separable contributions from the operators O5, and O6 are contained.
The pseudoscalar meson pole contributes to the parity conserving B amplitudes
only.
The separable PC contributions (3.8) arising from the operators O1, O2, O3,
and O4 were evaluated using the product of axial vector currents Aµa(x)
〈Bβ |Aµa |Bα〉 · 〈La|Aaµ |0〉 = B(sep) . (6.1)
Here, in accordance with (3.10),
〈Bβ |Aµa(0) |Bα〉 = uβ(p′)
[
γµγ5gA(q
2)
+
1
Mα +Mβ
gP (q
2)qµγ5
]
Lauα(p) ,
(6.2)
where q = p−p′, gA(0) ' 1.25 and La stands for a meson3. The results presented in
Sec. 3 were obtained by assuming that gP term can be neglected. It is important to
stress that the contribution due to the gP is contained only in the kaon-pole term,
as described below. Some useful definitions and conventions are given in Appendix
A.
The meson pole contribution to the process in which a meson L is emitted, i.e.
Bα → Bβ + La , (6.3)
3For B(Λ0−) La = pi
−.
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is shown in Fig. 6.1.
.
gαβ
Hw L(pi
B (
αβ Λp B ( ))
φ
Fig. 6.1. gαβ stands for the strong vertex, and the weak Hamiltonian Hw contains
the current product (6.1). The particles in the process Λ→ p + pi are indicated in
the parentheses.
The amplitude shown in Fig. 6.1 corresponds to φ meson pole and reads4
BMP = 〈L|Hw |φ〉 i
q2 −m2φ + i²
uβγ5Lauαgαβ . (6.4)
After approximating
〈L|Hw |φ〉 ' 〈L|Abµ |0〉〈0|Aµa |φ〉 , (6.5)
and using both (i) the relation
gP (q
2)
Mα +Mβ
' (−)gαβfφ(q
2)
q2 −m2φ
, (6.6a)
given in the Appendix A, and (ii) fφq
µ = 〈0|Aµ |φ〉, one can show that
BMP ' 〈L|Abµ |0〉 uβ
1
Mα +Mβ
gP qµγ5Lauα . (6.6b)
Thus, gP -contribution to the B(sep) is included in the M(pole) term. This means
that in evaluating separable contribution from the operators O1, . . . , O4, one
should include only the gA form factors, as it has been done in Sec. 3.
The operators O5 and O6 contribute with pieces which look like
Ox ∼ (ψ1γ5ψ2)(ψ3γ5ψ4)
〈Bβ |ψ1γ5ψ2 |Bα〉 /=0
〈L|ψ3γ5ψ4 |0〉 /=0 .
(6.7)
4Here BMB is the contribution arising from the meson pole, while BPOLE in Sec. 4 denotes
the contribution related with the baryon pole.
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Here ψi symbolize quark fields appearing in Hw. The corresponding B
MP contri-
bution is obtained from (6.4) by the replacement
〈L|Hw |φ〉 → 〈L| Ox |φ〉, . (6.8)
For meson pseudoscalar densities, one uses identities
ψiγ5ψj =
1
mi +mj
(−i)(∂µψiγµγ5ψj)
=
1
mi +mj
(−i)i(pµi − pµj )ψiγµγ5ψj .
(6.9)
Thus
〈Bβ |ψ1γ5ψ2 |Bα〉 = (−i)〈Bβ | ∂µAµa |Bα〉
1
(m1 +m2)
=
fφq˜
2
q2 −m2φ
gαβuβγ5Lauα · 1
m1 +m2
.
(6.10)
Here the notation q˜2 was used instead of m2M . Thus, the separable contribution
corresponding to (3.8) has the generic form
Bx(sep) =
fφq˜
2
(m1 +m2)(q2 −m2φ)
gαβuβγ5Lauα〈L|ψ3γ5ψ4 |0〉 , (6.11)
where the φ−meson pole is openly displayed. So, one expects that it must be
included in the BMP contribution. In order to test this assumption one again uses
the approximation (6.5) and writes (6.4)
BMPx ' 〈L|ψ3γ5ψ4 |0〉〈0|ψ1γ5ψ2 |φ〉
i
q2 −m2φ
gαβuβγ5Lauα . (6.12a)
The first mesonic matrix element is
〈0|ψ1γ5ψ2 |φ〉 =
1
m1 +m2
(−i)〈0| ∂µAµa |φa〉 =
1
m1 +m2
(−i)q2fφ . (6.13)
Thus,
BMPx '
fφq
2
(m1 +m2)(q2 −m2φ)
gαβuβγ5Lauα〈L|ψ3γ5ψ4 |0〉 . (6.12b)
The approximation (6.12) is exactly equal to Bx(sep) in (6.11) if one puts
q˜2 ≡ q2. (6.14)
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Alternatively and formally, one can compare the meson pole approximation
(6.12a) with the expression (6.11) making use of
fφm
2
φ
m1 +m2
=
〈0| ∂µAµa |φ〉
m1 +m2
= i〈0|ψ1γ5ψ2 |φ〉 (q˜2 = m2φ) . (6.15)
The insertion of (6.15) in (6.11) converts it into (6.12a). However, in that formal
procedure one has neglected the question about the meson φ being off-mass-shell.
Some additional details can be found in Appendix A.
In the derivation of PCAC constant, one has assumed that the meson φ was on
the mass shell. As that meson is not on the mass shell neither in the diagram in Fig.
6.1, nor in the expression (6.11), the reading (6.14) seems to be amply justified.
The separable contributions from operators O5 and O6 are included in the meson
(for example kaon) pole.
For the process
Bα → Bβ + Ma (6.16)
one can now formulate the rule for the calculation of B amplitudes:
B = B(baryon pole) +B(sep) +BMP . (6.17)
Here B(sep) contains only the contribution from the gA terms associated with the
operators O1, O2, O3 and O4. The gP terms for these operators and the separable
contributions from O5 and O6 are included in the BMP piece. The contributions
B(baryon pole) = BPOLE were calculated in Sec. 4 while B(sep) can be found in
Sec. 3.
7. Weak baryon-baryon-meson amplitudes and theoretical
models
It is very important to test the quality of the approximate procedure which was
used to calculate A and B amplitudes. That can be done by:
(i ) Comparison with other theoretical calculations,
(ii ) Comparison with experimental results.
The first task can be easily accomplished by studying the amplitudes corresponding
to η and K exchanges given in Tables 7.1–7.4. Parren˜o et al. [5] did not distinguish
η1 (singlet) from η8 (octet) exchanges. In their approach, η was supposed to belong
to the SU(3) octet. Our results for the octet η are fairly close to that of Ref. [5].
Aη8 differs by about 8%, while the discrepancy for Bη8 is 18%. The origin of
those discrepancies is obviously connected with the separable and pole terms which
appear in our calculational scheme. As discussed in Sec. 3 and 4, they were not
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used or they were used in different forms by Ref. [5]. Our theoretical expressions
for A and B amplitudes were found using the values a˜if (5.27). Thus, for example,
our theoretical expression for AK(p
+
+) has the form
AK(p
+
+) =
√
3A˜(Λ0−) +
1√
2
A˜(Σ+0 ) +AK(p
+
+)SEP =
= −
√
3
fpi
a˜Λn +
1
2fpi
a˜Σp +AK(p
+
+)SEP,
(7.1)
while the values of Ref. [5] were obtained by using the first term in (7.1) only
with aif instead of a˜if . In view of that, the agreement within 18% suggests that
the employed methods are relatively stable and, hopefully, reliable to within about
20%. That is the accuracy that was hoped for in the theoretical descriptions of the
hyperon nonleptonic decays [8–15].
Detailed comparison of our conventions and units with those used in Ref. [5] is
given in Appendix I. All numbers, shown in Tables 7.1 - 7.4 are “translated” from
Ref. [5]. As discussed in Appendix I, the same goes for Ref. [22], too.
Table 7.1 - Transition amplitudes without the 10−7 factor: [BHKNT]≡ present
work: (a) a complete amplitude; (b) an amplitude without the separable contri-
bution (this work). The asterisk (∗) denotes that the experimental amplitude was
used instead.
Amplitude Exp. BHKNT(a) BHKNT(b) Ref. [5]
Api(Λ
0
−) 3.23± 0.02 3.25(∗) 2.97 3.28
Bpi(Λ
0
−) 22.0± 0.5 22.35 19.38 22.25
Api(Λ
0
0) −2.37± 0.03 −2.36(∗) -2.10 −2.32
Bpi(Λ
0
0) −15.9± 1.4 −15.93 -13.70 −15.80
Api(Σ
+
0 ) −3.26± 0.11 −3.27(∗) -3.71 −
Bpi(Σ
+
0 ) 26.7± 1.5 18.09 18.04 −
Api(Σ
−
−) 4.27± 0.02 4.27(∗) 4.60 −
Bpi(Σ
−
−) −1.4± 0.2 −7.46 -5.39 −
AK(p
+
+) – 2.81 2.52 1.68
BK(p
+
+) – 42.38 34.38 41.77
AK(n
0
0) – 6.25 6.25 6.30
BK(n
0
0) – 17.99 21.56 27.12
AK(p
+
0 ) – 4.08 5.25 4.62
BK(p
+
0 ) – -21.87 -14.59 -14.65
Aη(Λ
0
η1) – 5.60 5.54 –
Bη(Λ
0
η1) – 41.10 26.09 –
Aη(Λ
0
η8) – 5.19 5.54 3.98
Bη(Λ
0
η8) – 38.41 28.82 31.60
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Table 7.2. Comparison between transition amplitudes (in 10−7 units, w.o. dimen-
sion) as given in [5] and this work. A complete amplitude includes a separable
contribution. (∗)Api = Api(Λ0−), etc. - see Table 7.1.
Ref. [5] Total Ampl. Ampl. without SEP
A
(∗)
pi : 3.28 3.25 2.97
B
(∗)
pi : 22.35 22.27 19.38
Aη1 : – 5.60 5.54
Aη8 : 3.98 5.19 5.54
Bη1 : – 41.10 26.09
Bη8 : 31.60 38.41(m
2
η) 28.82
CPVK : 1.68 AK(p
+
+) : 2.81 2.52
CPCK : 41.77 BK(p
+
+) : 42.38 34.38
DPVK : 4.62 AK(p
+
0 ) : 4.08 5.25
DPCK : -14.65 BK(p
+
0 ) : -21.87 -14.59
CPVK +D
PV
K : 6.30 AK(n
0
0) : 6.25 6.25
CPCK +D
PC
K : 27.12 BK(n
0
0) : 17.99 21.56
Table 7.3. Nonleptonic amplitudes (×107); † this work, compared with rescaled
values of Ref. [22] and [5].
Amplitude Tot. ampl.† Ref.[22] Ref.[5]
AK(p
+
0 ) 4.08 2.84 4.62
BK(p
+
0 ) -21.87 -5.61 -14.65
AK(p
+
+) 2.81 0.76 1.68
BK(p
+
+) 42.38 23.19 41.77
AK(n
0
0) 6.25 3.60 6.30
BK(n
0
0) 17.99 19.86 27.12
The amplitudes appearing with the kaon strangeness violation vertices are com-
pared in Table 7.3. For AK(p
+
0 ), AK(p
+
+) and AK(n
0
0), the differences are small,
below 25%. They are much larger for the corresponding B amplitudes. Obviously,
this is due to our usage of the subtracted pole terms (4.6) instead of the unsub-
tracted ones which were used in Ref. [5]. The absolute value of BK(p
+
0 ) amplitudes,
as calculated by [22], is about 3 times smaller than ours. However, the signs are
the same in all cases. If BK(p
+
0 ) is excluded, the largest discrepancy is about 21%.
Our result for BK(p
+
0 ) amplitude differs from Ref. [5] by about 35% only.
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Table 7.4. Nonleptonic p−wave (parity conserving) amplitudes (×107); † this work.
∗Contributions from operators O1 −O4; [Contributions from operators O5,6.
Ampl. Bexp. B
POLE) Sep. Mes. Tot.† Pole Sep. Ref.
×107 (A˜) (1 – 4)∗ pole amp. (5 – 6)[ [5]
Bpi(Λ
0
−) 22.0 19.38 4.79 -1.9 22.27 23.03 6.98 22.35
Bpi(Λ
0
0) -15.9 -13.70 -1.03 -1.2 -15.93 -16.28 -3.68 -15.80
Bpi(Σ
+
+) 42.2 48.73 – – 48.73 37.68 – –
Bpi(Σ
+
0 ) 26.7 18.04 -0.45 0.5 18.09 15.85 -1.62 –
Bpi(Σ
−
−) -1.4 -5.39 -2.17 0.1 -7.46 -8.83 -2.79 –
Bpi(Ξ
0
0) -12.2 -12.67 -0.29 0.3 -12.66 -11.28 -1.05 –
Bpi(Ξ
−
−) 17.5 17.45 -1.40 0.4 16.45 15.97 -1.94 –
BK(p
+
+) – 34.38 -7.5 15.5 42.38 47.60 -138.6 41.77
BK(p
+
0 ) – -14.59 0.12 -7.4 -21.87 -12.99 -11.76 -14.65
BK(n
0
0) – 21.56 -10.97 7.4 17.99 24.58 -57.03 27.12
Bη1(Λ
0
0) – 26.09 1.16 13.85 41.10 28.16 -130.8 –
Bη8(Λ
0
0) – 28.82 -6.76 16.35 38.41 31.10 762.36 –
Comparison with experimental results is, and can be, performed in a limited
sense only. The experimental Api amplitudes are used to find a˜B′B matrix elements
via a subtraction procedure described in Sec. 5. Those a˜BB′ quantities are then used
in baryon pole terms which were defined in Sec. 4. Together with separable contri-
butions and kaon poles, they lead to the theoretical prediction of Bpi amplitudes,
which are shown in Tables 7.1 and 7.4. Reference [5] has used simple, unsubtracted
pole terms as was discussed in Sec. 4. More complicated and, hopefully, better
approximation leads to a somewhat better agreement with the experiment in most
cases. According to Table 7.4, one finds that discrepancies with experiments for var-
ious amplitudes are as follows: Bpi(Λ
0
−), 6%, Bpi(Λ
0
0), 2%, Bpi(Σ
+
+), 14%, Bpi(Σ
+
0 ),
48%, Bpi(Ξ
0
0), 4% and Bpi(Ξ
−
−), 6%. While Bpi(Λ) and Bpi(Ξ) amplitudes are re-
produced within 6%, the theoretical prediction for Bpi(Σ) is poor. Our theoretical
Bpi(Σ
−
−) amplitude is off by the factor 5.2. However, the corresponding numbers,
which were found using a simplified approximation, analogous to the one applied by
Ref. [5] are: Bpi(Λ
0
−) 44%, Bpi(Λ
0
0) 42%, Bpi(Σ
+
+) 35%, Bpi(Σ
+
0 ) 3 times too small,
Bpi(Ξ
0
0) 1%, Bpi(Ξ
−
−) 1%, and Bpi(Σ
−
−) disagrees by factor 6.3. Thus, for most am-
plitudes, simplified approximation gives poorer agreement with the experimental
values.
There were always some difficulties associated with the theoretical description
of the Σ-hyperon nonleptonic decays. Attempted explanations involved additional
1/2−(1/2+) baryon resonance poles [37–40], instantons [41], decuplets [37] etc.
Overall, one feels that the first column in Table 7.3 might constitute a better
approximation of the real physical results, than given by the last column. No theo-
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retical comparison with Ref. [22] is feasible, as that reference uses a quite different
method of evaluation. However, it is encouraging that all methods give similar rela-
tive magnitudes and relative sign. The worst disagreement is for BK(p
+
0 ). However,
AK(p
+
0 ) agrees within 14%. If the agreement among various theoretical results is
an acceptable indicator, one could say that AK(N) amplitudes are determined with
better accuracy than the BK(N) ones. A skeptical observer would claim that the
results presented in Table 7.3 are the order of magnitude estimates at best.
Our method has produced both ∆I = 1/2 and ∆I = 3/2 pieces in the effective
potential (9.6). In the formula (9.11), these pieces are written separately, with
isospin operators 1 · 1 and τi · τj for ∆I = 1/2 and Tiτj for ∆I = 3/2. However,
∆I = 3/2 pieces are small and their magnitude is comparable with the theoretical
errors which were discussed above. This can be starkly illustrated if one calculates
the ∆I = 3/2 piece, associated with the Λ→ Npi weak amplitudes. One finds
Bpi(Λ
0
−)exp +
√
2Bpi(Λ
0
0)exp = 0.32× 10−7. (7.2a)
This experimental ∆I = 3/2 piece has a different sign than the predicted one:
Bpi(Λ
0
−)BHKNT +
√
2Bpi(Λ
0
0)BHKNT = −0.26× 10−7. (7.2b)
The effect is due to the subtraction of large (relatively speaking) numbers. Yet
Bpi(Λ)exp agrees within 6% with Bpi(Λ)BHKNT. The same degree of agreement is
shown by B(Ξ) amplitudes. But in that case ∆I = 3/2 pieces B(Ξ−−) +
√
2B(Ξ00)
are 0.013× 10−7 (exp.) and 0.018× 10−7 (theor.).
In the deduction of the nuclear potential (9.11), we have used, naturally, the ex-
perimental Bpi(Λ) value. Thus the whole discussion, involving the theoretical Bpi(Λ)
and Bpi(Ξ) values, serves as an indication for theoretical uncertainties connected
with the predicted AK(N) and BK(N) (Table 7.3) values. It is hard to quantify
those uncertainties. While the theoretical ∆I = 3/2 piece, connected with Bpi(Λ)’s,
has wrong sign (but its magnitude is comparable with the experimental value) the
Bpi(Ξ) based ∆I = 3/2 piece agrees with the experimental value within 40%.
The comparison between our results and those of Ref. [5] is discussed in Ap-
pendix I.
In a future study one should also consider the contributions of the SU(3) decu-
plet poles, which were recently employed [37] to describe the hyperon nonleptonic
decays.
8. Effective field theory and the weak |∆S| = 1 potential
Instead of starting with quarks (u, d, s), we present the formalism in which the
baryons (N, Λ) and the mesons (pi, K, η) appear. Such an approach facilitates
the derivation of the effective potential presented in the next section. We will start
with pi−exchange contribution.
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The process under consideration is
Λ + N→ N+N; N =
(
p
n
)
. (8.1)
The typical diagram contains one weak and one strong vertex, as shown in Fig.
1.1. In the perturbation calculation this diagram can be deduced from the effective
interaction Hamiltonian (8.2)
Heff = i
∫
d4xψn(x)GFm
2
pi(A− γ5B)ψΛ(x)φpi0(x)
+ i
∫
d4xψp(x)GFm
2
pi(A− γ5B)ψΛ(x)φpi+(x)
+ gpiNN i
∫
d4xψN (x)γ5τiψN (x)φpii(x)
= HW pi0 +HW pi+ +HS
=
∫
d4x (h0(x) + h+(x) + hS(x)) .
(8.2a)
The last term in (8.2a) is the strong nucleon-pion interaction, which can be written
as
HS = igpiNN
∫
d4xψN (x)γ5τiψN (x)φpii(x)
= igpiNN
∫
d4x
{[
ψp(x)γ5ψp(x)− ψn(x)γ5ψn(x)
]
φpi0(x)
+
√
2ψp(x)γ5ψn(x)φpi+(x) +
√
2ψn(x)γ5ψp(x)φpi−(x)
}
.
(8.2b)
Frequently one also writes
gpppi0 = − gnnpi0 = gpiNN
gpnpi+ = gnppi− =
√
2gpiNN .
(8.2c)
The diagram Fig. 1.1 arises from the quadratic term
HeffHeff =
∫
d4x1 d
4x2[h0(x1) + h+(x1) + hS(x1)][h0(x2) + h+(x2) + hS(x2)]
=
∫
d4x1 d
4x2[h0(x1)hS(x2) + hS(x1)h0(x2)
+ h+(x1)hS(x2) + hS(x1)h+(x2)] +R .
(8.3)
Here only |∆S| = 1 terms are shown. The part R contains the strong pion exchange
such as ∫
d4x1 d
4x2 hS(x1)hS(x2) . (8.4)
In the terms shown in (8.3) the pion field contraction can be carried out. This leaves
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us with an effective baryon-baryon (i.e. Λ+ N→ N + N) interaction. For instance,
Vop =
∫
d4x1 d
4x2 : [φpi0(x1)φpi0(x2)ψn(x1)GFm
2
piA(Λ
0
0)ψΛ(x1)
gpiNNψn(x2)γ5ψn(x2) : +similar terms of the same type.
(8.5a)
One can replace:∫
d4x1 d
4x2φpi0(x1)φpi0(x2) −→
∫
d3x1 d
3x2∆(1, 2) . (8.5b)
Here ∆(1, 2) is the pion propagator. The integration over time components goes
into the overall energy conservation. In order to do this, one assumes that all baryon
states are stationary, i.e. that baryon operator is of the form
ψ(x) =
∑
i
ai e
−iEit/h¯φi(r) . (8.5c)
More about this issue can be found in Appendix G .
The final result for Vop is
Vop =
∫
d3x1 d
3x2
{ [−gpiNN :ψn(x1)GFm2pi[A(Λ00)−B(Λ00)γ5]ψΛ(x1)
· ψn(x2)γ5ψn(x2):∆(1, 2) + (1↔ 2)]
+gpiNN :ψn(x1)GFm
2
pi[A(Λ
0
0)−B(Λ00)γ5]ψΛ(x1) · ψp(x2)γ5ψp(x2):∆(1, 2)
+ (1↔ 2)
+gpiNN
√
2:ψp(x1)GFm
2
pi[A(Λ
0
−)−B(Λ0−)γ5]ψΛ(x1) · ψn(x2)γ5ψp(x2):∆(1, 2)
+ (1↔ 2)]
}
.
(8.6)
Here the first two terms contribute to Λ+ n→ n+ n, while the rest contributes to
Λ + p→ n + p. The notation : : indicates the normal ordering.
In the nonrelativistic limit we have:
ψa '
 χaσ · pa
2ma
χa
 , (8.7)
where χa ≡ χa(r) is the single particle wave function. All our conventions regarding
spinors, γ−matrices etc. are those used in Ref. [33]. From the expression (8.6), we
can see that there are two contributions to the weak-strong mixing amplitude whose
space-time properties are determined by the Lorentz structure of vertices. The
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structures of the first and second amplitudes, displayed in Fig. 8.1 are, respectively,
[γ5(S)]⊗ [1(W )] and [γ5(S)]⊗ [γ5(W )].
.
Λ N
NN
SW M.
Λ N
NN
SW M
γ5γ5 γ51
Scalar (W) - Pseudoscalar (S)
coupling
Pseudoscalar (W) - Pseudoscalar (S)
coupling
Fig. 8.1. Two different weak (W) - strong (S) combinations for the OME amplitude.
Two different contributions are treated on the same footing. In the nonrelativis-
tic limit, given by (8.7), we can write (to leading terms in 1/mN )
ψ3ψ1 ' (χ†3 χ1) , scalar (8.8a)
ψ3γ5ψ1 '
(
1
2mN
)
χ†3(σ · q)χ1 , pseudoscalar (8.8b)
ψ3γ
iγ5ψ1 ' χ†3(σi)χ1 , space comp. of an axial vector (8.8c)
ψ3γ
0γ5ψ1 '
(
1
2mN
)
χ†3(σ·p1+σ·p3)χ1 , time comp. of an axial vector (8.8d)
ψ3γ
iψ1 '
(
1
2mN
)
χ†3(σ
iσ · p1 + σ · p3σi)χ1 , space comp. of a vector (8.8e)
ψ3γ
0ψ1 ' χ†3χ1 , time comp. of a vector , (8.8f)
where q = p1 − p3.
From
(2pi)−3(q2 +m2M )
−1 =
1
4pi
∫
eiq·r
e−mMr
r
d3r , (8.9a)
one gets
∆(|r1 − r2|) = V (r) = − 1
4pi
e−mMr
r
, (8.9b)
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i.e. the well known Yukawa potential . As discussed in Appendix G the mass de-
pendence can be more complicated than given in (8.9).
For the vertices of the form [γ5(S)]⊗ [γ5(W )], we get a baryon-baryon potential
V (r) ∼ (σ1 ·∇1)(σ2 ·∇2)e
−mMr
r
, (8.10)
where r = |r1−r2|. By using some of the identities given in Appendix G , we obtain
four different contributions (in the coordinate space) for the effective potential
VS =
1
3
[
m2M
4pir
e−mMr − δ(r)
]
VT =
1
3
m2M
4pir
e−mMr
[
1 +
3
mMr
+
3
(mMr)2
]
VPV =
mM
4pir
e−mMr
(
1 +
1
mMr
)
.
(8.11)
If the weak decay Λ→ N+ pi obeys the isospin selection rule |∆I| = 1/2, then
it is possible to establish the relation
F (Λ0−)
F (Λ00)
= −√2; (F = A,B)
Λ0− ∼ Λ0 → p + pi−
Λ00 ∼ Λ0 → n + pi0 .
(8.12)
With f = GFm
2
pi(A−Bγ5) one can write
Vop =
∫
d3x1 d
3x2
{
gpiNN :ψn(x1)fψΛ(x1) ·
[−ψn(x2)γ5ψn(x2)
+ ψp(x2)γ5ψp(x2)
]
:∆(1, 2)
−2gpiNN :ψp(x1)fψΛ(x1) · ψn(x2)γ5ψp(x2):∆(1, 2)
}
+ (1↔ 2) .
(8.13)
The bilinear combinations, which contain γ5 and which are associated with the
strong vertex in Fig. 1.1, can be written as
ψNτ3ψN = ψpψp − ψnψn; ψNτ+ψN = ψpψn . (8.14)
The |∆I| = 1/2 weak Hamiltonian transforms as the Pauli spinor
χ−1/2 =
(
0
1
)
. (8.15)
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Such spinor is sometime known as spurion. Thus the bilinear combinations con-
taining Λ field can be written as
ψNτ
3
(
0
1
)
ψΛ = (ψp, ψn)
(
1 0
0 −1
)(
0
1
)
ψΛ
= (−)ψnψΛ.
ψNτ
+
(
0
1
)
ψΛ = (ψp, ψn)
(
0 1
0 0
)(
0
1
)
ψΛ
= ψpψΛ .
(8.16a)
Formally, one can assume that Λ−field is a quasi-spinor
ψΛn =
(
0
ψΛ
)
. (8.16b)
For a future purpose, we also introduce
ψΛ p = τ
+ψΛn =
(
ψΛ
0
)
. (8.16c)
Employing the spurion formalism, one can write the first term in (8.13) as
Vop(1/2) = −
∑
i
∫
d3x1 d
3x2 gpiNN : ψN (x1)τi fψΛn(x1)
· ψN (x2)τiγ5ψN (x2) : ,
(8.17)
where the relations
(−) (ψNτ3ψΛn) (ψNτ3ψN) = + (ψψΛ) [ψpψp − ψnψn]
(−)2 (ψNτ+ψΛn) (ψNτ−ψN) = −2 (ψψΛ) (ψnψp) (8.18)
and ∑
i
τ i1τ
i
2 = τ1 · τ2 = τ31 τ32 + 2(τ+1 τ−1 + τ−1 τ+2 ) (8.19)
have been used. This constitutes the |∆I| = 1/2 part of the potential Vop.
One can add the |∆I| = 3/2 piece (see Appendix C )
Vop(3/2) =
∑
h
∫
d3x1 d
3x2 gpiNN : ψN (x1)
· Tmi χm1/2 hψΛ(x1) · ψN (x2)τiγ5ψN (x2) : ,
(8.20a)
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where
h = GFm
2
pi(A− Bγ5). (8.20b)
The magnitudes of A and B, as well as their relative signs with respect to A
and B (8.2), are calculated theoretically in Sec. 7 and Appendix D. Here
ψN (x) =
(
ψp(x)
ψn(x)
)
(8.20b)
and
χm1/2 →
(
1
0
)
;
(
0
1
)
. (8.20c)
are isospinors, while ψΛ(x) is an isoscalar.
If one calculates with nuclear wave functions, then the potential can be obtained
from
Vop = Vop(1/2) + Vop(3/2) , (8.21)
by omitting the baryon fields ψN and ψΛ. Thus,
Vop → V = (−)gpiNN (f)1(γ5)2τ1 · τ2+ gpiNN (h)1(γ5)2
(
Tm1 · χm1/2(1)
)
· τ2. (8.22a)
The notation
Tm1 · χm1/2(1) (8.22b)
means that in the actual calculation of this term one has to associate an isospinor
χm1/2(1) with the Λ particle, which is also in the position x1. (Therefore, (8.22) is
not symmetrized.) In the first term in (8.22a), the Λ particle, which is neutral like
neutron, automatically has the spinor χ
−1/2
1/2 (1). The second term in (8.22a) must
be read as
N†Tm1 χ
m
1/2τ2 →
 (proton :) χ1/2
†
T
1/2
1 χ
1/2 · τ2 or
(neutron :) χ−1/2
†
T
−1/2
1 χ
−1/2 · τ2
(8.23a)
with
χ1/2
†
T
1/2
1 χ
1/2 · τ2 = C3/2−1/21−1 1/2 1/2t−11 · τ2
χ−1/2
†
T
−1/2
1 χ
1/2 · τ2 = C3/2−1/21 0 1/2−1/2t01 · τ2
t−11 · τ2 = 1√2 (1,−i, 0)(τ1, τ2, τ3) =
√
2τ−
t01 · τ2 = τ32 ,
(8.23b)
where C
3/2M
1 r 1/2ms
is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.
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The notation in equations (8.23) can be understood without the explicit refer-
ence to isospinor χm1/2(1). (See also Refs. [42,43], formulae (2.29) and (2.43): their
T = T †(ours).) One can write
ψN (x1)Tiψ
−1/2
Λ (x2) . (8.24)
In isospin formalism, that means
χms†(1/2)Ti∆M (3/2) . (8.25a)
Here χ and ∆ are I = 1/2 and I = 3/2 spinors, with the projections ms and M .
The actual values of these projections are
ms = ±1/2 for proton, neutron
M = −1/2 for weak transitions .
The transition isospin T is defined by its matrix elements5
8.25b (Ti)ms M =
∑
r
C
3/2M
1 r 1/2ms
tri . (8.25b)
Our final results, in the isospin dependent formalism, are displayed in Sec. 9. Some
formal details are explained in Appendices C and D.
9. The resulting effective potential
All previous results can be collected in the form of a effective strangeness-
violating potential. As already stated, the main aim of this paper was the derivation
of such potentials, which will be presented in the form suitable for the usage in
nuclear theoretical calculations.
Methods described in Sec. 8. and Appendices A and G allow construction of
the strangeness-violating potential which corresponds to the exchange of the pseu-
doscalar mesons pi, K and η. Its radial dependence is described by
VC(M) =
e−mMr
4pir
(9.1)
VS(M) =
1
3
[
m2M
4pir
e−mMr − δ(r)
]
(9.2)
5Other details are given in Appendix C.
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VT (M) =
1
3
m2M
4pir
e−mMr
[
1 +
3
mMr
+
3
(mMr)2
]
(9.3)
VPV (M) =
mM
4pir
e−mMr
(
1 +
1
mMr
)
(M = {pi,K, η}) . (9.4a)
According to Appendix G , one can replace mM by ²M = [m
2
M−(mΛ−mN )2/4]1/2.
There is a simple derivative relation between different radial functions, i.e.:
− ∂
∂r
VC = VPV
∂
∂r
[
1
r
∂
∂r
VC
]
= 3VT = −3 ∂
∂r
[
1
r
VPV
]
.
(9.4b)
The above radial parts get multiplied by spin-isospin components of the weak-
strong vertices and the numerical values of the corresponding amplitudes are given
in Sec. 7. Therefore, the generic forms of the potentials will be:
VC → VC · 0 (9.5a)
VS → VS({pi,K, η}) (σ1 · σ2) {Bpi, BK , Bη} (9.5b)
VT → VT ({pi,K, η}) (Sˆ12) {Bpi, BK , Bη} (9.5c)
VPV → VPV ({pi,K, η}) (rˆ · σ2) {Api, AK , Aη} , (9.5d)
with the notation: Sˆ12 = 3 (σ1 · rˆ σ2 · rˆ− σ1 · σ2/3).
The effective potential can be written in two different (but equivalent) ways:
the first version displays the particle content of the potential, whereas the second
one shows more explicitly its isospin structure. The particle content version has
to be written in such a way that the particular channel of the Λ−N interaction is
specified. On the other hand, the potential that is an operator in the isospace can
be applied to both channels.
For the Λ + p→ p + n channel, the particle content of the potential is:
V (r)[Λ p→p n] = VC(r) · 0 + V1(r) + V2(r) + V3(r) , (9.6)
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where
V1(r) = (σ1 · σ2)
×
{
VS(pi)
gNNpi
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
2a˜+
√
2
3
b˜
)
1
2
[(np)2(pΛ)1 + (np)1(pΛ)2]
+VS(pi)
gNNpi
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
−a˜+
√
2
3
b˜
)
1
2
[(pp)2(nΛ)1 + (pp)1(nΛ)2]
+
gKΛN
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
VS(K
+)(c˜+ e˜)
1
2
[(np)1(pΛ)2 + (np)2(pΛ)1]
+VS(K
0)(d˜+ e˜)
1
2
[(pp)1(nΛ)2 + (pp)2(nΛ)1]
)
+
1
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
VS(η1) gη1NN f˜
1
2
[(pp)2(nΛ)1 + (pp)1(nΛ)2]
+VS(η8) · gη8NN g˜
1
2
[(pp)2(nΛ)1 + (pp)1(nΛ)2]
)}
V2(r) =+Sˆ12
×
{
VT (pi)
gNNpi
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
2a˜+
√
2
3
b˜
)
1
2
[(np)2(pΛ)1 + (np)1(pΛ)2]
+VT (pi)
gNNpi
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
−a˜+
√
2
3
b˜
)
1
2
[(pp)2(nΛ)1 + (pp)1(nΛ)2]
+
gKΛN
2mN (mΛ +mN )
[VT (K
+)(c˜+ e˜)
1
2
[(np)1(pΛ)2 + (np)2(pΛ)1]
+VT (K
0)(d˜+ e˜)
1
2
[(pp)1(nΛ)2 + (pp)2(nΛ)1]
+
1
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
[VT (η1)gη1NN f˜
1
2
[(pp)2(nΛ)1 + (pp)1(nΛ)2]
+VT (η8) gη8NN g˜
1
2
[(pp)2(nΛ)1 + (pp)1(nΛ)2]
)}
V3(r) =VPV (pi)
gNNpi
2mN
(
2a+
√
2
3
b
)
1
2
[−(σ2rˆ)(np)2(pΛ)1 + (σ1rˆ)(np)1(pΛ)2]
+VPV (pi)
gNNpi
2mN
(
−a+
√
2
3
b
)
1
2
[−(σ2rˆ)(pp)2(nΛ)1 + (σ1rˆ)(pp)1(nΛ)2]
+
gKΛN
2mN
(
VPV (K
+)(c+ e)
1
2
[−(σ2rˆ)(np)1(pΛ)2 + (σ1rˆ)(np)2(pΛ)1]
+VPV (K
0)(d+ e)
1
2
[−(σ2rˆ)(pp)1(nΛ)2 + (σ1rˆ)(pp)2(nΛ)1]
)
+
1
2mN
(
VPV (η1) gη1NNf
1
2
[−(σ2rˆ)(pp)2(nΛ)1 + (σ1rˆ)(pp)1(nΛ)2]
)
+VPV (η8) gη8NNg
1
2
[−(σ2rˆ)(pp)2(nΛ)1 + (σ1rˆ)(pp)1(nΛ)2]
}
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Here the quantities a˜, b˜, c˜ etc. are combinations of the weak nonleptonic ampli-
tudes, and are defined in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1. Weak vertices and their connection with the weak nonleptonic ampli-
tudes.
Weak vertices Analytic expression Numerical value ∆I
a
√
2
3 A(Λ
0
−)− 13A(Λ00) 2.3187 1/2
b
√
3
2
[√
2
3 A(Λ
0
−) +
2
3A(Λ
0
0)
]
-0.0505 3/2
a˜
√
2
3 B(Λ
0
−)− 13B(Λ00) 15.862 1/2
b˜
√
3
2
[√
2
3 B(Λ
0
−) +
2
3B(Λ
0
0)
]
0.032 3/2
c 13
[
AK(n
0
0)−AK(p+0 ) + 2AK(p++)
]
.597 1/2
d 13
[
AK(n
0
0) + 2AK(p
+
0 )−AK(p++)
]
.367 1/2
e 13
[−AK(n00) +AK(p+0 ) +AK(p++)] 0.287 3/2
c˜ 13
[
BK(n
0
0)−BK(p+0 ) + 2BK(p++)
]
41.540 1/2
d˜ 13
[
BK(n
0
0) + 2BK(p
+
0 )−BK(p++)
]
-22.710 1/2
e˜ 13
[−BK(n00) +BK(p+0 ) +BK(p++)] 0.840 3/2
f Aη1(Λ
0
η1) 5.60 1/2
f˜ Bη1(Λ
0
η1) 27.53 1/2
g Aη8(Λ
0
η8) 5.19 1/2
g˜ Bη8(Λ
0
η8) 22.97 1/2
Similarly, for the Λ + p→ n + n channel:
V (r)[Λ n→nn] = VC(r) · 0 + V4(r) + V5(r) + V6(r) , (9.7)
where
V4(r) = (σ1 · σ2)
×
{ gpiNN
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
VS(pi)
(
a˜−
√
2
3
b˜
)
1
2
[(nn)2(nΛ)1 + (nn)1(nΛ)2]
)
+
gKNΛ
2mN (mΛ +mN )
VS(K
0)(c˜+ d˜− e˜)1
2
[(nn)2(nΛ)1 + (nn)1(nΛ)2]
+
1
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
gη1NNVS(η1)f˜ + gη8NNVS(η8)g˜
)
1
2 [(nn)2(nΛ)1 + (nn)1(nΛ)2]
}
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V5(r) = Sˆ12
×
{ gpiNN
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
VT (pi)
(
a˜−
√
2
3
b˜
)
1
2
[(nn)2(nΛ)1 + (nn)1(nΛ)2]
)
+
gKNΛ
2mN (mΛ +mN )
VT (K
0)(c˜+ d˜− e˜)1
2
[(nn)2(nΛ)1 + (nn)1(nΛ)2]
+
1
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
gη1NNVT (η1)f˜ + gη8NNVT (η8)g˜
)
×1
2
[(nn)2(nΛ)1 + (nn)1(nΛ)2]
}
V6(r) =
gpiNN
2mN
(
VPV (pi)
(
a−
√
2
3
b
)
1
2
[−(σ2rˆ)(nn)2(nΛ)1 + (σ1rˆ)(nn)1(nΛ)2]
)
+
gKNΛ
2mN
VPV (K
0)(c+ d− e)1
2
[(σ1rˆ)(nn)2(nΛ)1 − (σ2rˆ)(nn)1(nΛ)2]
+
1
2mN
(
gη1NNVPV (η1)f + gη8NNVPV (η8)g
)
1
2
[−(σ2rˆ)(nn)2(nΛ)1 + (σ1rˆ)(nn)1(nΛ)2] .
The isospin formalism is stated through the bilinear forms (introduced in Sec. 8)(
N 1Λ
(
0
1
))
1
· (N 1N)
2
≡ β1 ∆I = 1/2(
N τΛ
(
0
1
))
1
· (N τN)
2
≡ βτ ; ∆I = 1/2(
N [Tχ] Λ
)
1
· (N τN)
2
≡ βT ; ∆I = 3/2
(9.8)
where the change in isospin ∆I has been specified. Their particle content is
β1 = (nΛ)1[(pp)2 + (nn)2] ≡ /a+ b/
βτ = (nΛ)1[(nn)2 − (pp)2] + 2(pΛ)1(np)2 ≡ b/− /a+ 2c/
βT =
√
2
3 {(pΛ)1(np)2 + (nΛ)1[(pp)2 − (nn)2]} ≡
√
2
3 {c/+ /a− b/} ,
(9.9)
and the inverse relations read:
/a = 12β1 − 16βτ + 1√6βT
b/ = 12β1 +
1
6βτ − 1√6βT
c/ = 13βτ +
1√
6
βT .
(9.10)
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The particle content of the isospin dependent potential can be displayed by using
(9.9)6 The isospin dependent form of the potential is now easily obtained from (9.6)
and (9.7) by both: i) rewriting these equations in terms of β1, βτ and βT by means
of (9.10), and ii) omitting the baryon fields N and Λ, as already discussed in Sec.
8. Finally, one ends with
V (r) = VC(r) · 0 + V7(r) + V8(r) + V9(r) , (9.11)
where
V7(r) = (σ1 · σ2)
×
{
VS(pi)
gNNpi
2mN (mΛ +mN )
a˜
1
2
(τ1Λ · τ2 + τ1 · τ2Λ)
+VS(pi)
gNNpi
2mN (mΛ +mN )
b˜
1
2
(T1Λ · τ2 + τ1 ·T2Λ)
+
gKΛN
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
VS(K)
(
1
2
c˜+ d˜
)
1
2
[(11Λ · 12) + (11 · 12Λ)]
+VS(K)
1
2 c˜
1
2 (τ1Λ · τ2 + τ1 · τ2Λ)
+VS(K) e˜
1
2 (T1Λ · τ2 + τ1 ·T2Λ)
)
+
1
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
VS(η1) gη1NN f˜ + VS(η8) gη8NN g˜
)
1
2 [(11Λ · 12) + (11 · 12Λ)]
}
V8(r) =+Sˆ12
×
{
VT (pi)
gNNpi
2mN (mΛ +mN )
a˜
1
2
(τ1Λ · τ2 + τ1 · τ2Λ)
+VT (pi)
gNNpi
2mN (mΛ +mN )
b˜
1
2
(T1Λ · τ2 + τ1 ·T2Λ)
+
gKΛN
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
VT (K)
(
1
2
c˜+ d˜
)
1
2
[(11Λ · 12) + (11 · 12Λ)]
+VT (K)
1
2 c˜
1
2 (τ1Λ · τ2 + τ1 · τ2Λ)
+VT (K) e˜
1
2 (T1Λ · τ2 + τ1 ·T2Λ)
)
+
1
2mN (mΛ +mN )
(
VT (η1) gη1NN f˜
+VT (η8) gη8NN g˜
)
1
2 [(11Λ · 12) + (11 · 12Λ)]
}
6For instance, for the PV exchange of the pion, one finds:
Vpi = aβτ + bβT = /a
(
−a+
√
2
3
b
)
+ b/
(
a−
√
2
3
b
)
+ c/
(
2a+
√
2
3
b
)
.
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V9(r) =VPV (pi)
gNNpi
2mN
a
1
2
(−(σ2 · rˆ)τ1Λ · τ2 + (σ1 · rˆ) τ1 · τ2Λ)
+VPV (pi)
gNNpi
2mN
b
1
2
(−(σ2 · rˆ)T1Λ · τ2 + (σ1 · rˆ)τ1 ·T2Λ)
+
gKΛN
2mN
(
VPV (K)
(
1
2
c+ d
)
1
2
[(σ1 · rˆ)(11Λ · 12)− (σ2 · rˆ)(11 · 12Λ)]
+VPV (K)
1
2 c
1
2 ((σ1 · rˆ)τ1Λ · τ2 − (σ2 · rˆ)τ1 · τ2Λ)
+VPV (K) e
1
2 (−(σ2 · rˆ)T1Λ · τ2 + (σ1 · rˆ)τ1 ·T2Λ)
+
1
2mN
(
VPV (η1) gη1NN f + VPV (η8) gη8NN g
)
× 12 [−(σ2 · rˆ)(11Λ · 12) + (σ1 · rˆ)(11 · 12Λ)] .
Appendix A: Meson poles and double counting
Baryonic matrix element of a general axial vector current has the form (6.2),
i.e.
〈Bβ |Aµa(0) |Bα〉 = uβ(p′)
[
γµγ5gA(q
2) +
1
Mα +Mβ
gP (q
2)qµγ5
]
Λauα(p) . (A.1)
Here Λa is a matrix (for example λa/2) which describes the internal (for example
SU(3) flavor) hadron symmetry. Its precise form is not needed here.
The meson matrix element is
〈0|Aµa(0) |Mb〉 = iδabfMqµ. (A.2)
If the meson is on the mass shell, then
q2 = m2M . (A.3a)
The PCAC relation is
∂µA
µ
a = CΦa . (A.4)
It leads to
〈0| ∂µAµa(x) |Ma〉 = ∂µ
[
e−iqx〈0|Aµa(0) |Ma〉
]
= (−i)e−iqxqµ〈0|Aµa(0) |M〉
= q2fM (q
2)e−iqx = C(q2)e−iqx.
(A.5)
If the meson is on the mass shell, one should select
C(m2M ) = m
2
MfM . (A.3b)
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Also
∂µ〈Bβ |Aµa(x) |Bα〉
= ∂µ
[
ei(p
′−p)x〈Bβ |Aµa(0) |Bα〉
]
= iei(p
′−p)xuβ(p′)
[
gA(/p− /p′)− q
2
Mα +Mβ
gP
]
γ5Λauα(p)
= (−i)ei(p′−p)xuβ(p′)
[
(Mα +Mβ)gA +
q2
Mα +Mβ
gP
]
γ5Λauα(p)
= C〈Bβ |Φa(x) |Bα〉
= Cei(p
′−p)x〈Bβ |Φa(0) |Bα〉
= Ce−iqx〈Bβ |Φa(0) |Bα〉 .
(A.6)
The matrix element 〈Bβ |Φa |Bα〉 can be calculated by using the equation of motion
[33]
( +m2M )Φa(x) = −igαβψβ(x)γ5Λaψβ(x) , (A.7)
which leads to
(−q2 +m2M )〈Bβ |Φ |Bα〉 = −igαβuβγ5Λauα . (A.8)
Here gA, gP , gαβ and C are in general some functions of q
2.
By inserting (A.8) in (A.6) and dropping unimportant factors, one finds a rela-
tion
(Mα +Mβ)gA(q
2) +
q2
Mα +Mβ
gP (q
2) = m2MfM
gαβ(q
2)
m2M − q2
. (A.9)
In the limit q2 → 0, assuming that
gαβ(0) = gαβ(m
2
M ) = gαβ
gA(0) = gA = 1.25 ,
(A.10)
one finds the famous Goldberger-Treiman (GT) relation (generalized):
gA
fM
=
gαβ
Mα +Mβ
. (A.11)
The induced pseudoscalar formfactor gP is dominated by the pseudoscalar meson
(for example pion) pole. This is described by the diagram shown in Fig. A.1. The
diagram in Fig.A.1 corresponds to
(Fig.A.1)µ = uβ(p
′)γ5Λauα(p)gαβ(q2)
i
q2 −m2M + i²
〈Mb|Aµb |0〉 . (A.12)
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.
gαβ
B (
αβ Λp B ( ))
A
µ ρ
M
|
|
Meson
.
Fig. A.1. Here gαβ appears in the strong vertex. The axial vector current acts on
the intermediate meson M , as indicated.
Inserting (A.2) and compairing the result with (A.1) one finds
gP (q
2)
Mα +Mβ
' (−)gαβ(q
2)fM (q
2)
q2 −m2M
. (A.13a)
Inclusion of vertex and other corrections, such as multipion exchanges [6], turns
that into
gP (q
2)
Mα +Mβ
= H(q2) +
gαβ(q
2)fM (q
2)
m2M − q2
F (q2) . (A.13b)
If one neglects H and assumes
gαβ(q
2) ' gαβ(m2M )
fM (q
2) ' fM (m2M ) = fM
F (q2) ' 1 ,
(A.13c)
one finds the well-known estimate
gP (q
2)
Mα +Mβ
' gαβfM
m2M − q2
. (A.14)
For the nucleon (N)-pion (pi) system one finds
gP ∼ 4M
2
NgA
m2pi − q2
. (A.15)
In the case of the muon capture the effective pseudoscalar constant becomes
gP
2MN
mµ =
2MNmµgA
m2pi − q2(mµ)
2MNmµgA
m2pi + 0.88 ·m2µ
. (A.16)
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Here the muon mass mµ comes from the lepton current
qρψνγ
ργ5ψµ = (−)mµψνγ5ψµ . (A.17)
The expression (A.16) corresponds to the formula (4.37) in [13]. (Their gP is not
equal to our gP (A.15).)
The GT relation (A.11) and most of the following formulae were derived by using
(A.3) convention. Some particular questions that might arise when the meson Φa
is not no the mass shell will be mentioned in the main text.
Appendix B: Commutators involving bilinear quark field
combinations
The canonical anti-commutation relations for Dirac (i.e. quark) fields are [34]
{ψα(t,x), ψ†β(t,y)} = δαβδ(x− y) . (B.1)
When applying current algebra (CA) on PCAC one encounters the commutators
of the bilinear combinations of quark fields such as
[ψ†φ(z)∆φ²ψ²(z), ψ
†
α(x)Γαβψβ(x)]
∣∣
z0=x0
= C . (B.2)
Here ∆ and Γ are some products of Dirac γ−matrices and the inner group operators
corresponding to SU(3) flavor and color. By repeatedly using (B.1) one can write
ψ†φψ²ψ
†
αψβ = ψ
†
αψβψ
†
φψ² + δ²αψ
†
φψβδ(x− z)
−δφβψ†αψ²δ(x− z) .
(B.3)
This leads to
C = [ψ+φ∆φ²Γ²βψ² − ψ+αΓαβ∆β²ψβ ]δ(x− z)
= ψ+(x)[∆,Γ]ψ(x)δ(x− z) .
(B.4)
Let us take ∆ and Γ of the form
∆ = D ti
Γ = Gtj ; ti = λi/2 .
(B.5a)
Here λi are SU(3)-flavor matrices while D and G are some combinations of Dirac
matrices. One can write
[tiD, tj G] =
1
2
[ti, tj ]{D,G}+ 1
2
{ti, tj}[D,G] . (B.5b)
It is useful to specify that for some cases:
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(1)
D = γ5, G = γ0Γ
µ
L,R
ΓµL,R = γµ(1∓ γ5) .
(B.5c)
This gives
[D,G] = γ5γ0Γ
µ − γ0Γµγ5 = 0
{D,G} = 2γ5γ0Γµ
[ti, tj ] = ifijktk
(B.5d)
(2)
D = 1, G = γ0Γ
µ
L,R
[D,G] = γ0Γ
µ − γ0Γµ = 0
{D,G} = 2γ0Γµ
(B.5e)
(3)
D = γ5, GL,R = γ0(1∓ γ5)
[D,GL,R] = γ5γ0(1∓ γ5)− γ0(1∓ γ5)
= 2γ5γ0(1∓ γ5)
{D,G} = γ5γ0(1∓ γ5) + γ0(1∓ γ5)γ5 = 0 .
(B.6)
The relations (B.4) and (B.5) can be used to derive CA [44, 45]. With
jµi = ψγ
µtiψ
jµ 5i = ψγ
µγ5tiψ ,
(B.7a)
one finds
[j0i (x), j
µ
j (y)]x0=y0 = ifijkj
µ
k (x)δ(x− y)
[j0i (x), j
µ 5
j (y)]x0=y0 = ifijkj
µ 5
k (x)δ(x− y)
[j0 5i (x), j
µ
j (y)]x0=y0 = ifijkj
µ 5
k (x)δ(x− y)
[j0 5i (x), j
µ 5
j (y)]x0=y0 = ifijkj
µ
k (x)δ(x− y) .
(B.7b)
This can be easily transformed into the commutation rules for the SU(3) generators
Fi =
∫
d3x j0i (x) (B.8a)
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and the axial vector charges
F 5i =
∫
d3x j0 5i (x) . (B.8b)
Integration over x simply removes delta-functions in (B.7).
General structure of the operators O1, O2, O3 and O4 contains terms as
jµk(x)j
µ
` (x) + jµ 5 k(x)j
µ 5
` (x) = b(PC)
jµ 5 k(x)j
µ `(x) + jµk(x)j
µ 5
` (x) = a(PV) .
(B.9)
Quark fields ψ in those terms are not normally ordered. (Some details about that
statement can be found in Appendix E.) Thus one can simply apply (B.7) and (B.8)
in order to show
[F 5i ,OA(PV)] = −[Fi,OA(PC)] (A = 1, 2, 3, 4) . (B.10a)
Operators O5 and O6 as shown in Appendix E contain vacuum expectation values
(VEV’s) when written without normal ordering. Obviously
[F 5i , O˜B(PV)] = −[Fi, O˜B(PC)] (B = 1, 2, 3, 4) (O˜ is not NOP) (B.10b)
(NOP, normally ordered product). In addition one has to calculate the commutator
with the term d(1± γ5)s. One finds (with ψ = (u, d, s)):
[F 53 , d(1− γ5)s] = − 12d(1− γ5)s
[F 53 , d(1 + γ5)s] =
1
2d(1 + γ5)s
[F3, d(1− γ5)s] = − 12d(1− γ5)s
[F3, d(1 + γ5)s] = − 12d(1 + γ5)s .
(B.11)
Thus, one can write 7
[F 53 , Oˆ6] = [F 53 , O˜6]− 26 〈0| dd |0〉d(1− γ5)s+ 26 〈0| ss |0〉d(1 + γ5)s
[F3, Oˆ6] = [F3, O˜6]− 26 〈0| dd |0〉d(1− γ5)s− 26 〈0| ss |0〉d(1 + γ5)s .
(B.12a)
With
[F 53 , O˜6] = −[F3, O˜6], Ld = 〈0| dd |0〉d(1− γ5)s, Ls = 〈0| ss |0〉d(1 + γ5)s ,
(B.12b)
7See Appendix E for the definition of Oˆ.
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one can write
[F 53 , Oˆ6] = [F 53 , O˜6]− 26Ld + 26Ls
= −[F3, Oˆ6]− 26Ld − 26Ls − 26Ld + 26Ls
= −[F3, Oˆ6]− 23 〈0| dd |0〉d(1− γ5)s .
(B.12c)
This is the formula (17) in ref. [21] (up to the different sign convention). The
operator Oˆ5 satisfies the same relation with the replacement
Ld → 16
3
Ld . (B.12d)
Everything can be generalized for kaon emmision by selecting appropriate indices
in (B.11).
Appendix C: Transition isospin T
This formalism, suitable for isospin I = 3/2 (or spin S = 3/2) particles is
described in Ref. [42] and [43].
An isospin I = 3/2 object can be constructed by combining the isovectors8
t 1 =
1√
2
(1, i, 0), t−1 =
1√
2
(1,−i, 0), t 3 = (0, 0, 1) , (C.1)
with the isospin function χm1/2. That results in
ZMi =
∑
r,m
C
3/2M
1 r 1/2mt
r
iχ
m
1/2 (i = 1, 2, 3) . (C.2)
A coupling with isospin I = 1 field (for example pion pi) is now
Nms†piiZMi = χ
ms
1/2
†∑
r,m
C
3/2M
1 r 1/2mχ
m
1/2t
rpi . (C.3)
Here Nms is either proton (ms = 1/2) or neutron (ms = −1/2), and pi =
(pi1, pi2, pi3). One can introduce transition isospin T which is defined by its ma-
trix element9: (
T
)
msM
= C
3/2M
1 r 1/2ms
tr . (C.4)
8For spin Ref. [42] uses ²1 = −(1, i, 0)/
√
2. The + sign here leads to the usual pion field
definition pi± = (pi1 ∓ ipi2)/
√
2.
9Here again we have small difference with the Ref. [42] convention: our T = T∗Ref. [42]. In
our case, I = 3/2 object will always be on the R.H.S. in bilinear combination (C.3).
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Then (C.3) can be written as
Nms† (T · pi)ZM (3/2) = F (ms,M) = χms1/2†
∑
r,m C
3/2M
1 r 1/2mχ
m
1/2t
rpi
=
∑
r C
3/2M
1 r 1/2ms
t r · pi .
(C.5a)
(Here χms†χm = δms m.) As an example let us take an object with M = −1/2.
Then for ms = −1/2 one gets
∑
r C
3/2−1/2
1 r 1/2−1/2 = C
3/2−1/2
1 0 1/2−1/2 =
√
2
3
F (−1/2,−1/2) =
√
2
3t
0 · pi =
√
2
3pi
0
(C.5b)
and nZ−1/2(3/2) · pi0 = F(−1/2,−1/2) . (C.6)
The expression (C.6) is the isospin conserving coupling between I = 1/2 N(p, n)
field, I = 3/2 E field and pi (pion) field.
One also finds for m2 = 1/2:
∑
r C
3/2−1/2
1 r 1/2 1/2 = C
3/2−1/2
1−1 1/2−/2 =
1√
3
F (1/2,−1/2) = 1√
3
t−1 · pi = 1√
3
1√
2
(pi1 − ipi2) = 1√3pi+,
(C.7a)
and pZ−1/2(3/2) · pi+ = F(1/2,−1/2)
F(ms,M) = χms † ZM · F (ms,M)
ms = 1/2 proton
ms = −1/2 neutron .
(C.7b)
Remark: the same formalism will be used for weak vertices NΛpi where Λ will
be given the quasi isospin I = 1/2 and I = 3/2.
Appendix D: ∆I = 3/2 isospin change
The pion exchange contributions contain very small ∆I = 3/2 pieces. This re-
flects the fact that the experimental Λ →Npi decay amplitudes contain very small
∆I = 3/2 contributions. For example, from B(Λ0−)exp = 22.4 and B(Λ
0
0)exp =
−15.61 (in units of 10−7) one can deduce from a ∆I = 1/2 based sum rule
−B(Λ0−)exp/
√
2 = B(Λ00) = −15.84. With experimental numbers one obtains
∣∣∣B(Λ0−)/√2 +B(Λ00)
B(Λ00)
∣∣∣
exp
= 0.02
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instead of zero. Somewhat different picture emerges in the case of weak NNK
couplings, whose values are shown in Table D.1. Our results were obtained by in-
cluding separable contributions (see Table 7.4) which contain ∆I = 3/2 piece.
Experimental values were used in pole terms, and they had also ∆I = 3/2
pieces. The relative importance of the ∆I = 3/2 terms can be directly seen from
Table D.1. Nonleptonic amplitudes (×107); †this work, compared with rescaled
values of Refs. [22] and [5].
Amplitude Tot. ampl.† Ref. [22] Ref. [5]
AK(p
+
0 ) 4.08 2.84 4.62
BK(p
+
0 ) -21.87 -5.61 -14.65
AK(p
+
+) 2.81 0.76 1.68
BK(p
+
+) 42.38 23.19 41.77
AK(n
0
0) 6.25 3.60 6.30
BK(n
0
0) 17.99 19.86 27.12
the general weak potential (9.11). One can obtain some interesting information
from Table D.1 also by checking how well is the ∆I = 1/2 sum rule (D.1) satisfied
F (p+0 ) + F (p
+
+) = F (n
0
0)
F (p+0 ) + F (p
+
+) = Σ(F )
F = A,B .
(D.1)
A useful measure of the discrepancy is
D(F ) =
∣∣∣Σ(F )− F (n00)
Σ(F )
∣∣∣ . (D.2)
In our case one finds (in 10−7 units)
Σ(A) = 6.87
A(n00) = 6.25
D(A) = 0.09
Σ(B) = 20.51
B(n00) = 17.99
D(B) = 0.12 .
(D.3)
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The amplitudes of Ref. [5] were obtained with the assumption that HW contains
only ∆I = 1/2 piece. Thus from Table D.1 one finds for their values
D(A) = 0; D(B) = 0 . (D.4)
In the chiral Lagrangian approach of ref. [22] the ∆I = 3/2 contributions are
present in B amplitudes
D(A) = 0.002, D(B) = 0.13 . (D.5)
They have also used the ∆I = 1/2 Hamiltonian.
Appendix E: Commutators and normally-ordered operators
The product of fields appearing in the four-quark operators O1, O2, . . . ,O6
comprising the effective weak Hamiltonian are normal-ordered. Thus one has to
be careful when calculating the commutators which appear in evaluation of the
current algebra contributions (CAC). The current commutators, or more general,
the commutators of bilinear quark-field forms, are best used if the operators Oi
are written in the form which is no longer normally ordered. (Some details about
commutators can be found in Sec. 5.)
The task of unscrambling the normally ordered product (NOP) can be achieved
by using
(a) Wick’s theorem for normal-ordered products (WT) [34],
(b) Fierz transformation (FIT) which has been described in Sec.3.
The WT for a product of four quark fields ψα (here α denotes all indices: Dirac’s
components, SU(3) flavour, SU(3) colour, etc.) is:
ψαψβ ψγψδ = : ψαψβ ψγψδ : +ψαψβ : ψγψδ :
+ : ψαψβ : ψγψδ + ψαψδ ψβψγ + . . . +
+ψαψδ : ψβψγ : +ψβψγ : ψαψδ : .
(E.1a)
Here : O : symbolizes the normal-ordering and the lower sign the vacuum
expectation value (VEV). It means the following
ψαψβ = 〈0|ψαψβ |0〉 . (E.1b)
Only the first row is important for the operators O1, O2, O3 and O4. For the
operators O5 and O6 one has to consider the first and the last row only.
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This follows from a physical fact that VEV’s for non-scalar (be it in the Lorentz-
space, or in the ”inner”-space, i.e. SU(3) etc.) quantities have to vanish.
This means
〈0|ψ`ΓµL,Rψk |0〉 = 0
ΓµL,R = γ
µ(1∓ γ5)
(E.2a)
and
〈0|ψmΛmψp |0〉 = 0 . (E.2b)
For a quark combination appearing in the operators O1 − O4 of the form
ψα (Γ
µ
L)αβ ψβ , ψγ (ΓµL)γδ ψδ . (E.3a)
FIT produces an equality(
ψα (Γ
µ
L)αβ ψβ
) (
ψγ (ΓµL)γδ ψδ
)
=
(
ψα (Γ
µ
L)αδ ψδ
) (
ψγ (ΓµL)γβ ψβ
)
. (E.3b)
For example, one of the terms in (E.1a) can be written as
〈0|ψα(ΓµL)αδψδ |0〉· : ψγ(ΓµL)γβψβ := 0 . (E.4)
The same conclusion can be drawn for all other terms which contain VEV’s. When
one calculates commutators involving the operators O1,2,3,4, NOP associated com-
plications do not appear.
However FIT O5 and O6 contain scalar and pseudoscalar quantities so that their
NOP is not trivial. From
(ψα(ΓµL)αβψβ)(ψγ(Γ
µ
L)γδψδ) = (−2)(ψα(1 + γ5)αδψδ)(ψα(1− γ5)γβψβ) (E.5)
and from (E.1) one obtains
: (ψα(ΓµL)αβψβ)(ψγ(Γ
µ
L)γδψδ) : = (ψα(ΓµL)αβψβ)(ψγ(Γ
µ
L)γδψδ)
+2 : (ψα(1 + γ5)αδψδ) : 〈0| (ψγψβ |0〉
+2 : (ψγ(1− γ5)γβψβ)〈0| (ψαψδ |0〉 .
(E.6)
Once this is specified for Oˆ610 one has to take care of colour indices too. The spinors
were actually coupled in colour sectors as follows
(ψ
i
αψβ i)(ψ
j
γψδ j) . (E.7a)
10It is defined by Oˆ6 =: (dΓµLs)[uΓµRu+ dΓµRd+ sΓµRs] : .
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The rearangement (E.6) turns that into
(ψ
i
αψδ j)〈0|ψ
j
γψβ i |0〉 (E.7b)
as only the colour singlet can have VEV, one obtains
(ψ
i
αψδ j)
1
3
δij〈0|ψkγψβ k |0〉 . (E.7c)
Finally this gives
Oˆ6 = O˜6 + 23 〈0| dd |0〉d(1− γ5)s
+ 23 〈0| ss |0〉d(1 + γ5)s .
(E.8)
Here O˜611 is the Oˆ6 operator which is not normal-ordered. This result is in full
qualitative agreement with Ref. [21], formula (33). (One has to take into account
that γ5(here) = −γ5 [21]). The analogous result can be obtained for Oˆ5 which
contains SU(3) colour matrices λA. They satisfy the equality (3.2)∑
A
(λA)a b(λA)c d =
16
9
δadδcb − 1
3
(λ)ad(λ)cb . (E.9)
FIT of Oˆ5 in the Lorentz-space has to be combined with (E.9). It means that in
the Lorentz-space Oˆ5 must have the same form as Oˆ6 (E.7), but one has to introduce
(E.9) into the second and third term on the right-hand-side (RHS) of (E.8). The
equality (E.2b) means that only the first RHS term in (E.9) contributes. Thus VEV
terms in (E.8) are multiplied by 16/3.
Oˆ5 = O˜5 + 329 〈0| dd |0〉d(1− γ5)s
+ 329 〈0| ss |0〉d(1 + γ5)s .
(E.10)
The expression (E.10) agrees fully with the formula (33) of ref. [21].
Some additional formal manipulations are shown in Appendix B.
Appendix F: Isospin and/or baryon decomposition of the
weak potential
The isospin decomposition of an effective weak two particle potential acting
among baryons depends on the isospin decomposition of the weak vertices. The
11Here we are using the definition of O5,6 which differs, with respect to Ref. [11] for instance,
by a factor 4, i.e. Oˆ5,6(here) = 4 O5,6 (Ref.[11]).
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amplitudes corresponding to Λ→ B+pi transitions, can be parametrized for ∆I =
1/2 transition as
Λ→ n + pi0; f(Λ00)
f(Λ00) =
1√
3
α |∆I| = 1/2
Λ→ p + pi−; f(Λ−0 )
f(Λ0−) = −
√
2
3α .
(F.1)
Here we have displayed only particle content and isospin properties. The same
relations (F.1) hold for both s−wave and p−wave contributions.
The |∆I| = 3/2 transitions are parametrized as
g(Λ00) =
√
2
3β
g(Λ0−) =
√
1
3β .
|∆I| = 3/2 (F.2)
The weak amplitudes corrresponding to N → N + K transitions can be
parametrized as follows
n→ n + K0; f(n00)
f(n00) = δ
p→ p + K0; f(p+0 )
f(p+0 ) =
1
2 (ξ + δ)
p→ n + K+; f(p++)
f(p++) =
1
2 (−ξ + δ)
|∆I| = 3/2 (F.3)
and
g(n00) =
1
2²
g(p+0 ) = − 12²
g(p++) = − 12² .
(F.4)
The only weak vertex from which η is emitted corresponds to the proces Λ→ n+η.
Here only |∆I| = 1/2 piece of HW can contribute. Thus the weak potential due to
the η exchange satisfies the same selection rule.
The potential due to a pion exchange, which corresponds to a diagram analogous
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to Fig. 1.1, has the following particle (i.e. baryonic) contents:
(nΛ)1w pi
0 pi0 (nn)2S · 1√3α · (−gNNpi)
(nΛ)1w pi
0 pi0 (pp)2S · 1√3α · gNNpi |∆I| = 1/2
(pΛ)1w pi
−pi− (np)2S · (−1) ·
√
2
3α · (
√
2gNNpi) .
(F.5)
Here 1, 2 denotes the spin and coordinate dependence while w and S mean the
weak and the strong vertex respectively. gNNpi is the strong coupling constant. The
combination MM symbolizes the meson propagator which appears as a Yukawa
function in the weak potential.
The |∆I| = 3/2 piece is
(nΛ)1w pi
0 pi0 (nn)2S ·
√
2
3β · (−gNNpi)
(nΛ)1w pi
0 pi0 (pp)2S ·
√
2
3β · gNNpi |∆I| = 3/2
(pΛ)1w pi
−pi− (np)2S · 1√3β · (
√
2gNNpi) .
(F.6)
The kaon exchange results in the combinations
(nΛ)1S K
0 K
0
(nn)2w · δ · gNNK)
(nΛ)1S K
0 K
0
(pp)2w · 12 (ξ + δ) · gNNK |∆I| = 1/2
(pΛ)1S K
−K
−
(np)2w · 12 (−ξ + δ) · gNNK .
(F.7a)
The comparison with Ref. [3] is easier if one introduces the notation
1
2 (ξ + δ)gNNK = d
1
2 (−ξ + δ)gNNK = d
δ · gNNK = c+ d .
(F.7b)
In (F.5,6 and 7) and in the following, the Λ baryon is always in the vertex 1,
irrespectively whether it is the strong or the weak vertex. ( The complete potential,
as discussed in Sec. 9, is symmetric in 1↔ 2.)
The |∆I| = 3/2 kaon exchange pieces are
(nΛ)1S K
0 K
0
(nn)2w e
(nΛ)1S K
0 K
0
(pp)2w
1
2 (ξ + δ) (−e) |∆I| = 3/2
(pΛ)1S K
−K
−
(np)2w (−e) .
(F.8)
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Here e ≡ γgNNK/2.
The expressions (F.5)-(F.8) can be connected with (8.17) and (8.20) by using
the following isospin dependent quantities
β1 =
(
N1
(
0
1
)
Λ
)
1
(N1N)2
βτ =
(
Nτ
(
0
1
)
Λ
)
1
(NτN)2
∆I = 1/2
βT =
(
N(Tχ)Λ
)
1
(NτN)2 . ∆I = 3/2
(F.9a)
Here
N = (p, n)
N(Tχ)τ =
∑
m,r C
3/2−1/2
1 r 1m t
r
1 · τ .
(F.10a)
The summation over m goes over two isospin states m = ±1/2 contained in N .
Thus
N(Tχ)τ =
√
2
3
(τ− + τ3) . (F.10b)
The symbol Λ carries strangeness and has no isospin dependence. With (F.10) one
obtains
β1 = (nΛ)1[(pp)2 + (nn)2]
βτ = (nΛ)1[(nn)2 − (pp)2] + 2(pΛ)1(np)2
βT =
√
2
3
[
(pΛ)1(np)2 + (nΛ)1[(pp)2 − (nn)2]
]
.
(F.9b)
The isospin dependence of the pion exchange contribution can be written as
Vpi = A˜τ1 · τ2 + B˜T1 · τ2 . (F.11a)
(This is not symmetrized). The factors A˜ and B˜ contain all spatial and spin oper-
ators. In theoretical nuclear calculations the operator (F.10a) is to be sandwiched
between multiparticle baryon states containing N and Λ.
The correspondence with (F.5) and (F.6) is established if one ”reads” (F.11a)
as
Vpi −→ A˜βτ + B˜βT
= (nΛ)1(nn)2
[
A˜−
√
2
3 B˜
]
+(nΛ)1(pp)2
[
−A˜+
√
2
3 B˜
]
+(pΛ)1(np)2
[
2A˜+
√
2
3 B˜
]
.
(F.11b)
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The kaon exchange contribution is
VK =
1
2 C˜(1 + τ1 · τ2) + D˜ + E˜T1 · τ2
−→
(
1
2 C˜ + D˜
)
η0 +
1
2 C˜ητ + E˜ηT
= (nΛ)1(nn)2(C˜ + D˜ − E˜)
+(nΛ)1(pp)2(D˜ + E˜)
+(pΛ)1(np)2(C˜ + E˜) .
(F.12)
Expressions (F.9b) can be inverted. By introducing the notation
/a = (nΛ)(p p)
b/ = (nΛ)(nn)
c/ = (pΛ)(n p) ,
(F.13)
one finds
/a = 12β1 − 16βτ + 1√6βT
b/ = 12β1 +
1
6βτ − 1√6βT
c/ = + 13βτ +
1√
6
βT .
(F.14)
This has been already displayed in (9.10).
Appendix G: Shifted Yukawa function
It is usually stated [44,45] that when a force is transmitted by a particle then
the range of that force depends on the mass of the intermediate particle. Ever since
Yukawa’s seminal work [46], the Yukawa potential
VY (r) =
eµr
r
(G.1)
was a textbook feature [45], describing the nucleon-nucleon interaction produced
by one meson exchange. It turns out that the original statement (G.1) is somewhat
modified in hypernuclei [5] where one has nucleons and strange particles.12 In that
case the range of the force depends both on the intermediate meson mass and the
baryon masses.
Moreover, in order to connect the more general procedure with the result (G.1)
valid for the baryons which all have equal masses, one can alternatively use an
interesting generalized definition of the delta-function [47].
12For instance the 12
Λ
C nucleus consists of 5 neutrons, 6 protons and the Λ-hyperon.
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A transition amplitude Af Λ corresponding to the one pion (or any meson)
exchange has a generic form [45]
Af Λ =
N
2
∫
d4xd4y
∫
d4k
e−ik(x−y)
k2 − µ2 + i² · 〈f |T (S(x)W (y)) |Λ〉 . (G.2a)
Here
k2 = k20 − k 2
kx = k0x0 − k · x .
(G.2b)
Here S(x) and W (x) are some baryon densities (scalar or pseudoscalar) which are
sources of the meson (pion) field, which mass is µ. Detailed form of those quantities
need not concern us here. If all baryons are nucleons N , then the calculation can
be found, for example, in ref. [45], p.213. In a more general case the density S(x)
can contain a strange baryon, for example Λ hyperon [5].
The time ordered product in (G.2a) can be written as
〈f |T (S(x)W (y)) |Λ〉 = θ(x− y)∑n〈f |S(x) |n〉〈n|W (y) |Λ〉
+θ(y − x)∑s〈f |W (y) |s〉〈s|S(x) |Λ〉 . (G.3)
Here the intermediate states
|n〉; S = 0 (G.4)
have no strangeness, while the states
|s〉; S = −1 (G.5)
must contain a strange baryon.
In (G.2a) one can integrate over times (x0, y0). A useful identity is
〈f |S(x) |n〉 = ei(Ef−En)x0〈f |S(x) |n〉 . (G.6)
The analogous expression hold for other matrix elements. Also
dx0 dy0 = 2dξ dη;
x0 = ξ + η
y0 = −ξ + η .
(G.7)
The integration dη can be immediately carried out which results in
Af Λ = N
∫
d3xd3y dξ
∫
d4k
e−2iξk0+ik·(x−y)
k2 − µ2 + i²
×2piδ(Ef − EΛ)
[
θ(ξ)
∑
n e
i∆nξαn(x,y) + θ(−ξ)
∑
s e
−i∆sξβs(y,x)
]
.
(G.8a)
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Here
∆i = Ef +EΛ − 2Ei
αn = 〈f |S(x) |n〉〈n|W (y) |Λ〉
βs = 〈f |W (y) |s〉〈s|S(x) |Λ〉 ,
(G.8b)
and Ek are relativistic energies.
Starting with the expressions (G.8a and b), one first integrates over dξ obtaining
Af Λ = (2pii)Nδ(Ef − EΛ)
∫
d3xd3y
∫
d4k
eik·(x−y)
k2 − µ2 + i²
×
[∑
n
αn
1
∆n − 2k0 + i² +
∑
s
βs
1
∆s + 2k0 + i²
]
.
(G.9)
ω−
Σ(∆  +    )
ε
Σ
ε
−ω+ ε
(−∆ −     )ε
Fig. G.1. The contours in the k0 plane. Here ω
2 = k2 + µ2.
Integration in the complex k0 plane over the contours shown in Fig. G.1 leads to
AfΛ = 2pi
2δ(Ef −EΛ)N
∫
d3xd3y
∫
d3k eik·(x−y)
×
[∑
n
αn(x,y)
ω(∆n − 2ω) +
∑
s
βs(y,x)
ω(∆s − 2ω)
]
ω =
√
k 2 + µ2 .
(G.10)
In the nonrelativistic limit the energy differences ∆i can be approximated by
the corresponding baryon mass differences. Schematically one can use the following
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baryonic contents:
|f〉 Knucleons
|Λ〉 1Λ + (K − 1)nucleons
|s〉 1Λ + (K − 1)nucleons
|n〉 K nucleons .
(G.11a)
Thus,
Ef −→ K ·mN
EΛ −→ (K − 1) ·mN +mΛ
Es −→ (K − 1) ·mN +mΛ
En −→ K ·mN
∆s = Ef + EΛ − 2Es → −2δ
∆n = Ef + EΛ − 2En → 2δ
δ = (mΛ −mN )/2 .
(G.11b)
In such an approximation the factors ∆i can be taken out of the summations in
(G.10). Furthermore, ∑
n αn(x,y) = S(x)W (y)∑
s βn(x,y) =W (y)S(x) .
(G.12)
In the nonrelativistic approach W and S become operators in the configuration
space acting on (Schro¨dinger) wave functions [45,48]. Thus their order is immaterial.
One obtains
AfΛ = (2pi
2)Nδ(Ef − EΛ)
∫
d3xd3y
∫
d3k eik·(x−y)
×1
2
[
(−1) 1
ω(δ + ω)
+
1
ω(δ − ω)
]
〈f |O(x,y) |Λ〉
O(x,y) = S(x)W (y) .
(G.13)
The integration over k gives the shifted Yukawa function∫
d3k eik·(x−y)
1
2
[
(−1) 1
ω(δ + ω)
+
1
ω(δ − ω)
]
=∫
d3k
eik·(x−y)
ω2 − δ2 = (−2pi
2)
e−²r
r
r = |x− y|
² =
√
µ2 − δ2 =
√
µ2 − 14 (mΛ −mN )2 .
(G.14)
Eventually one obtains a generic form
AfΛ = (−4pi4)N
∫
d3xd3y
e−²r
r
〈f |O(x,y) |Λ〉 (G.15)
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in which the Yukawa potential (function) depends on the effective mass
² < µ . (G.16)
If one deals with nucleons only, then
δ = 0
²→ µ ,
(G.17)
and the standard textbook [45] form (G.1) is recovered.
This last result can be obtained also by starting from the expression (G.8). In
the strong nucleon-nucleon interaction the variable k corresponds to the invariant
nucleon momentum transfer [45]
k2 = (p− p′ )2
p = (Ep,p); Ep =
√
p 2 +M2N .
(G.18)
In the nonrelativistic limit, when |p| ¿MN one can approximate
Ep 'MN
δ → Ep − E′p 'MN −MN = 0
k2 ' −k 2∫
d4k
e−ik(x−y)
k2 − µ2 + i² −→ (−1)
∫
dk0 d
3k
e−2ik0ξeik·r
k 2 + µ2
= (−1)piδ(ξ)
∫
d3k
eik·r
k 2 + µ2
= (−1)δ(ξ)2pi3 e
−µr
r
.
r = |x− y| .
(G.19)
When this is introduced in (G.8) with |Λ〉 = |i〉 (nucleon state), one finds
Afi = N
∫
d3xd3y dξ(−1)δ(ξ) e
−µr
r
×(2pi)δ(Ef − Ei)
[
θ(ξ)
∑
n e
i∆nξαn(x,y) + θ(−ξ)
∑
s e
−i∆sξβs(x,y)
]
,
(G.20a)
with
∆i = Ef − Ei → 0 . (G.20b)
In order to integrate over ξ one uses the identity∫
dξ θ(ξ) δ(ξ) eiαξ =
1
2
, (G.21)
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and eventually obtains
Afi = Af Λ=i(²→ µ) , (G.22)
as already mentioned above (G.17). In a sense, that can be considered as an example
for the novel delta-function identity derived by ref. [47].
Although interesting as a matter of principle the shifted Yukawa potential does
not lead to some startling numerical differences. The range of the potential is
somewhat increased, as can be seen by plotting the ratio
e−²r
e−µr = e
(µ− ²)r = X(r) (G.23)
which is shown in Fig. G.2a. The shifted potential has an increased range. With
µ = mpi = 0.70 fm
−1 and δ = (mΛ − mN )/2 = 0.45 fm−1 one finds: r = 0.5 fm
X = 1.08 and r = 1 fm X = 1.17 for example.
v v
v
v
Fig. G.2. The ratio (G.23) (a) and (G.26) (b) is plotted as a function of r.
In the actual calculation with hypernuclei one introduces a monopole form-
factor at the each vertex [5]. The denominators in (G.14) and (G.19) are thus
replaced by
1
k2 + φ2
−→ (Λ
2 − µ2)
(k2 + φ2)(k2 + Λ2)2
=W (φ) (φ = ², µ) . (G.24)
The Fourier transform of that is
F{W (φ)} = 2pi2
[Λ2 − µ2
Λ2 − φ2
(
e−φr
r
− e
−Λr
r
)
− Λ
2 − µ2
2Λ
e−Λr
]
. (G.25)
The ratio
X˜(r) =
F{W (²)}
F{W (µ)} (G.26)
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is also plotted in Fig. G.2 (b) for Λ = 1.3GeV [5]. One finds X˜ = 1.09 at 0.5 fm for
example.
Appendix H: Effective a˜BB amplitude and baryon pole terms
Parity violating A amplitudes obtain here the following contributions
A = ACA +ASep . (H.1)
The first corrensponds to formulae (5.20) to (5.26) while the second one is calculated
as described in (3.20). The contributions A (H.1) should be compared with the
experimental result Aexp, i.e.
Aexp ∼ A = ACA +ASep . (H.2)
The weak vertices in the baryon pole terms (see Fig. 4.1) are determined by the
ACA which has a generic form
ACA ∼ 1
fpi
〈B′|HPCW |B〉 =
1
fpi
a˜B′B . (H.3)
One actually uses
lim
q→0
A = ACA . (H.4)
Thus in order to find a˜B′B one must use an approximate expression whose a generic
form is
1
fpi
a˜B′B '
[
AB′B/exp −AB′B/Sep
]
. (H.5)
Appendix I: Weak amplitudes: conventions and units
Parity violating A and parity conserving B amplitudes for nonleptonic hyperon
|∆S = 1| decays are given in the usual normalization in [49]. The same normal-
ization is used in the present work. However sometimes a different normalization
is used [5,22]. Here we give translational formulae among different notations and
normalizations to enable comparisons of theoreticaly calculated amplitudes on the
same footing.
In Ref. [5] amplitudes A and B are given in GFm
2
pi “units”. To relate these
amplitudes and those given in [49] one has to multiply in Ref. [5] given amplitudes
by the factor GFm
2
pi = 2.21× 10−7. Also Ref. [5] used an experimentaly extracted
amplitude (in their notation) Api = 1.05 which is connected to the usual amplitude
by the relation
Api[5] =
1√
2
A(Λ0−)exp[49] (I.1)
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(in the obvious notation). Therefore to get the number given in Table 7.1 for
instance one has to make the following steps
A(Λ0−)[49] =
√
2Api[5] =
√
2 · 1.05 · 2.21× 10−7. (I.2)
Reference [5] uses somewhat different effective weak Hamiltonian. Instead of
our formula (2.6) they have
H(W )ΛNpi = iGFm2piΨN (A+Bγ5)ΨSΛΦpi . (I.3)
Thus they list all their B amplitudes (see Table II in Ref. [5]) with opposite signs.
For example, in our Table 7.1 we list Bη(Λ
0
η8) = 31.60, while in Table III of Ref.
[5] one finds Bη = −14.3 · (2.21× 10−7).
In Ref.[22] amplitudes are calculated in the chiral perturbation theory. Tran-
sition from their normalization to the usual (this work for instance) is found by
comparing the expressions
GFm
2
piuf (A+Bγ5)ui = GFm
2
pi
fpi
fK
uf
(
A(s) + 2k · Sv
Λχ
A(p)
)
ui . (I.4)
This is best done in the rest frame of the initial (heavy) baryon [50]. By simply
writing for the baryon spinors
uf = N
 χσ · pf
Ef +Mf
 ui = N
χ0
pf = −k, pi = 0, Ei =Mi
Sv = (1,σ/2) .
(I.5)
One obtains
A =
fpi
fK
A(s)
B =
fpi
fK
(Mi +Mf )
2 −m2K
2Mi
1
Λχ
A(p)
Λχ = 1GeV.
(I.6)
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HIPERNUKLEARNI POTENCIJALI I DOPRINOS IZMJENE
PSEUDOSKALARNIH MEZONA
Izvodimo dijelove hipernuklearnog potencijala koji krsˇi stranost zbog izmjene pseu-
doskalarnih mezona primjenom metoda koje su uspjesˇno primijenjene za hiperonske
neleptonske raspade. Ocjene se provjeravaju usporedbom s mjerenim amplitudama
neleptonskih raspada hiperona. Sve su promjene izospina, ∆I = 1/2 i ∆I = 3/2,
ukljucˇene u izvedeni potencijal. Podrobno opisujemo sve racˇunalne metode.
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